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DATA SHEET NO. I (SheetI of6)







Jl-I +29V QUI_PWR BUS > IM
JI-2 _+29V QUIET PWR BUS > IM
J1-3 ]29V QUIET BUS RTN > IM
i
J1-4 '29V QUIET BUS RTN > 1M
J1-5 +29V NOISY PWR BUS > IM
J1-6 +29V NOISY FW'R BUS > 1M
J1-7 29V NOISY BUS RTN > 1M
Jl-8 29V NOISY BUS RTN > 1M
JI-9 SURVIVAL PWR BUS A > 1M
Jl-10 SURVIVAL BUS A RTN > 1M















SURVIVAL BUS A RTN > IM
CHASSIS GROUND < 1
+29V QUIET PWR BUS > IM
=,
+29V QUIET PWR BUS > IM
29V QUIET BUS RTN > IM
29V QIIIET BUS RTN > IM
+29V NOISY PWR BUS > 1M
>IM+29V NOISY PWR BUS
29V NOISY BUS RTN > IM
29V NOISY BUS RTN > IM
SURVIVAL PWR BUS B > IM
SURVIVAL BUS B RTN
SURVIVAL PWR BUS B











EOS/AMSU-A1SystcmP_ ShopOrde=5"fO_G3 Sin: ;Z_ 2





TEST DATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 2 of 6)

















J2 of Spacecraft Interface
Pin Description Required Resistance
J2-37
(Ohms)
AI-1 MOTOR TEMP HI
AI-1 MOTOR TEMP LO
AI-1 RECEIVER TEMP 1 HI
A 1-1 RECEIVER TEMP 1 LO
AI-1 WARM LOAD TEMP HI
!AI-1 WARM LOAD TEMP LO
A I-2MOTOR TE_ HI
AI-2 MOTOR TEMP LO
:A 1-2 RECEIVER TEMP 1 HI
A1-2 RECEIVER TEMP I LO
A1-2 WARM LOAD TEMP HI
A1-2 WARM LOAD TEMP LO >
J2-13 No Connection > 1M
J2-14 No Connection > 1M
J2-15 No Connection > 1M
J2-16 No Connection > 1M
J2-17 No Connection > 1M
J2-18 No Connection > 1M
J2-19 No Connection > 1M
J2-20 No Connection > 1M
J2-21 No Connection > 1M
J2-22 A1-1 RECEIVER TEMP 2 HI > 1M
J2-23 A1-1 RECEIVER TEMP 2 LO > 1M
]2-24 No Connection > 1M
J2-25 No Connection > 1M
J2-26 No Connection > 1M
J2-27 No Connection > 1M
J2-28 A1-2 RECEIVER TEMP 2 HI > 1M
J2-29 A1-2 RECEIVER TEMP 2 LO > 1M
J2-30 No Connection > 1M
J2-31 No Connection > 1M
J2-32 _o Connection > 1M
J2-33 No Connection > 1M
J2-34 No Connection > 1M
I2-35 No Connection > IM















Shop Order: _-'GO _












TEST DATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 3 of 6)
Grounding Interface Test (Parayaph 3-3.2, Step 2)
Prom Chassis
Ground to
J3 of Spacecraft Intarface
Pin Description Required Resistance
J3-1 1553 INTERFACE DATA A HI
J3-2 1553 INTERFACE DATA A LO
No ConnectionJ3-3
J3-4 1553 INTERFACE DATA B LO
.T3-5 1553 INTERFACE DATA B HI






> 100K > )oo_-
>IM > } A4.,q.
> 100K > _o_
> looK _ Ioo b_
< 1 o. I°I.eL
J3-7 No Connection > 1M
J3-8 No Connection > 1M




EOS/AMSU-AI Syste m _ Shop Order:.__'_'o_6"






TEST DATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 4 of 6)








J4 of Spacecraft Interface
Pin Description Rexluired Resistance
CHASSIS GROUND
8 SECOND SYNC PULSE TP
J4-3 PLO #2 LOCK TP












CH 3 ANALOG OUT TP
CH 4 ANALOG OUT TP
CH 5 ANALOG OUT TP
CH6ANALOG007














J4-13 CH 8 ANALOG OUTTP > looK
J4-14 CH 9 ANALOG OUT TP > 100K













J4-20 1.248 MHz CLOCK TP > 100K
J4-21 1.248 MHz CLOCK RTN (1) < 1
J4-22 PLO #1 LOCK TP > 10K
J4-23 INo Connection
J4-24 lfH COMMAND TP
J4-25 No Connection
ANALOG OUT RTN (2/3)
CH 1OANALOG OUT TP
J4-28 CH 11 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-29 CH 12 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-30 CH 13 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-31 CH 14 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-32 CH 15 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-33 No Connection
J4-34 No Connection
J4-35 GSE COMMAND lVlSB








































S/N: guEEOS/AMSU-A.I System P_
Circle Test: I a CPT/_
Sub CPT
tomer I_epresentafive Date -
I
LPT










TEST DATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 5 of 6)






























J 1-3 J 1-9
Source Pin Description
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
29V QUIET BUS RTN
29V QUIET BUS RTN
29V QUIET BUS RTN










+29V NOISY PWR BUS <I
+29V NOISY PWR BUS <I
29V NOISY BUS RTN <1
29V NOISY BUS RTN <1
29V NOISY BUS RTN <1
iSURVIVAL PWR BUS A <1
SURVIVAL BUS A RTN <I
SURVIVAL PWR BUS B <l
SURVIVAL BUS B RTN <I
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
1+29V QUIET PWR BUS,
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
29V QUIET BUS RTN
> 1M
> 1M
+29V QUIET PWR BUS > 1M
> 1M
129V QUIET BUS RTN












. 0, 7.._ -o-
o. :1:l .fl.
d3._9. 51
EOS/AMSU-A1 S_m_Circle Test: 1_
o
ShopOrder. _6-o_3 S,'N: .,_Tc,.2-
Sub CPT /I"///_ LPT _i,/'4._d-.
Test Syste_ging_, 1 " , Date




TEST DATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 6 of 6)













Sourf._,. Pin I_,scription Resistance(Ohms)
29V QUIET BUS RTN > IM
29V QUIET BUS RTN
29V QUIET BUS RTN
+29V NOISY PWR BUS




JI-5 JI-22 +29V NOISY PWR BUS > IM
Jl-5 J1-23 +29V NOISY PWR BUS > IM
J1-7 J1-9 29V NOISY BUS RTN > 1M
J1-7 Jl-10 29V NOISY BUS RTN > 1M
J1-7 J1-22 29V NOISY BUS RTN > 1M
J1-7 11-23 29V NOISY BUS RTN > 1M
J1-9 J1-22 SURVIVAL PWR BUS A > 1M
J1-9 J1-23 SURVIVAL PWR BUS A > 1M
Jl-10 J1-22 SURVIVAL BUS A RTN > 1M






















CHASSIS GROUND < 1
CHASSIS GROUND" < 1
CHASSIS GROUND < 1
1553 INTERFACE DATA A HI > 100K
1553 INTERFACE DATA A HI > 100K
1553 INTERFACE DATA A LO > looK





> looK -_ \ _v\
Pass/Fail
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N_8
Circle Test: l_t C__
; ve Date
Shop Order:_ S/N: ".2Q





TEST D&TA SIIEET NO. 2
Quiet Power Bus Operational Power Test (Paragraph 3.3.3.1.1)
Required Measured
Quiet Bus Voltage QBV
QBV (Volts)
(Volts)
26.95- 27.05 2"7,0 2.
28.95 - 29.05 .'Z_.o _._
30.95 - 31.o5 3/, o "_
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 3




































T_T DATA SHEET NO. 4




Pulse Width (Steady State)





Pulse Width (Steady State)










_, / ma/las <677 rnA/las
Pass/Fail
_-'_.1 _< ms <100 msec "_ t
Measured/Calculated Required Pass/Fail









Pulse Width (Steady State)







EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N: l__ 0 00_ )"
Circle Test: I st CPT _ Sub CPT
/{, _ i i-'_o -¢
_ustomer Re_esentative Date
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DATA SHEET NO. 5























































































** Between cal tests
EOS/AMSU-A 1 System P/N 135_D0.8. Shop Order'..5 b _ _ _
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 6




PeakCurrent /._-3 Amps <I 1.5 Amps
hflse Width ,_,/ ms <lOOms
Rate ofChange(slope): dl/dT <744 mA/_/q_, 4 m_
P_F_d_ ' _
+29 Volts
Parameter Me.sure.Calculated Required Pass/Fail
!pe_c_m /_._" Amps <11.5A_ _ ._
'Pulse Width )0, [ ms <lOOms p
Rate of Change(slope): dI/dT / q _ 7 ,_ ma/ps <744 mA/ps _" _I_
= ,
+27 Volts
Parameter , Measta-e,d/Calculated Required Pass/Fail
Peak Current }_t, _ I Arnps <11.5 Amps _
PulseWidth > O,/ ms <I00 ms p
Rateof Change(slope):dI/dT Ifflq, b'- ma/_s <744 mA/gs _"
" I f
:.OS/AMSU-A1SystemP/N: /_5"(_oo8 - [ Shop Order:. ,5"_o8_ S/N: _
Circle Test: 1_ OPT ._ Sub.CPT
#_tonlcr l_presentative Date


















































































































































































































































































































P ET2/02•_r"J,_. _ 1998 --l"" :4?-FR NASA POES 4E_ ....... _1 2E_5 1699T0 REROEET PMO
%,
FAILU__E ! ANOMALY REPORT
F ENEEIRP ELECTRO_NIC SYSTEMS PLANT
AMSU-A MII:JIJMETER WAVE GROUP











Der=,¢m'ibeFGl%jre / Aa_ornaly Obsema=d:












































During CPT test, the noisy power bus peak turn on transient currents and dl/dT measurements exceeded
specification (see data sheeZs included with the attached walver).
Test stopped NO J Dace: N/A .... I Failura/An,_/s;s Strategy developed: N/A 1 Date: N/A
Cu..ctomar Notified: 'Y(_R ] Ver_= _ate: 7114198 ! Wren d=,,: 7/21/98
Ana_i=/Rc=u_:
The subject anomaly is simJ/ar to that expe_enced on EOSIAMSU.A2, SIN 202 (F/AR 071). In that case, the FRB
determined that the test anomaly was the result of wrong specifications. The existing specification r_nits had be(
car_ed over from FB and KJ_M.. The data sheets were sent to NASA for examina_on and it was decided a waiver
should be submitted. Approval of the waiver will allow closure of both F/AR 071 and the subjec_ F/AR. The
instruments will be acceptable for =use as Is".
Part Gened¢ No.: Part DLC: Ven<lor I_me: Part Fa_uce Anal,/_s
Required:
N/A N/A AVA AVA
Fagute Anah_is Lab: Lab Report No.: R_port D=te: "" See FIAR NO.:
N/A N/A N/A N/A
A Waiver {see attached POES Configurab'on Change Request No. 8122) was submitted and approved which accep3
the increased turn-on transient levels exper/enced during CPT of the EOS/AMSU.A1 and A2 Instruments.




OuaF " :- '
-
Date _of Hardware:s,.at..... ---
Date Customer Representa'r.JveSiWlature Date
•
- !







DATE "7/l'-j [q_ Page I of
SPEC (MPI, AE .... ) ,_2_lS_., _/'_"_EV
CUMULATIVE TIME -- hrs -- min
ELAPSED TIME _ hrs -- m,n
QC100-3501-
i
ASSY NAME _j _I_,&{-A" L
ASSY P/N {,_/_DO_ REV H
ASSY SIN 207.-
S/O NO. "2.q <_5 _,!
TESTOPER NO._IO STEP___._
First time for failure at this point? YES v/ NO _. Test Proc Para No. where failure occurred /_ _ |_ _./ I
Typeoftest(EXP:T/C1 FFTHOT) -- Cf>T " ParaStepNo. :_'_-_',,_, 2-=_
DESCRIPTION OF ANOMALY (LIST EXPECTED AND RECORDED VALUES):: ?_._.'C._ "_L_ _ N C_ _'_P_kJ_I_T" @ £t
Is h_h_,c -d_._J"_ ___,'_-b_,,-r.. "_-e.Pe: -/-6 ,.-._e_c._-.y_e_-.Z ,--_'_T_,,
_,,-_ "-,--_/*>_,-e-__-_. "_ s 4-_-,-,o.-,,s}-e._- _-_,,'_-_,'_-_
TECH/TE NOTIFIED TEAM LEADER NAME ..'_" /<,L.-'-_"F'_Z._, IDEFECToC_DE
,.STROC_O.S: .._:, ,_
OPER. STA_O N -___ ):/"/_{'/' (,"
"_--3t Test to notify inspection of faElure/anomaly. (Except engineering, MPI or Pretest.} _
_R)OJ _Oae_? inspectlontonot,fyOCMCoffa,lurelanomaly.(GFE) , /4<",h_'q£,_ _C_p_E. _.
"-----_ ' " I,
rROUBLESHOOT/REWORK/RETESTACTION PLAN: _ _ _ _0(_ _J_J, (_
, (_),5.--,--_,.'a-_'ff- -l'l_ c..gc;,-._-L -1-o a'¢'_S_ _ 5_ Y-..-_-_,C,_.,..s_ k
{o4-,_,__ c_:rL <4 -tea-/-. _.,g& .o 0..,,.
NOTE: Remove pink copy here. Deliver to QA drop box. , [TEAM_ADER _IHJ:_ _'_/q'_-
FROU BLESH OOT/REWORK/RETEST/INSTRUCTIONS:
)PER. STATION PROD INSP RI




IOTE: For parts replacement continuation page is MANDATORY
est/Start _ Retest/Start OPEI_CTTON _ f O
"ECH DATE TECH DATE
I
"" _T WAS THE CAUSE OF THE ANOMALY?
PAGE .;pc/
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
:_ c._' d e.-¢ @ C.,.00 _ &
i








TEST DATA SHEET NO. 6
















Parameter Measured/Calculated Requ_ed Pass/Fail
Peak Current / _-. _ Amps <11_5 Amps
Pulse Width (_) i I ms <100 ms
,RateofChange(slope):dIldT /1 _-_" ma/ps <74-4 mA/l_s ]'_
+27 Volts
Parameter Measured/Calculated Required Pass/Fall
Peak Current [ /7_. _ Amps <II.5 Amps _
Pulse Width <I00 ms
Rate ofChange(slope):dl/dT / "7 / O m_:_ <744 mA/l_s
_:,_i__,._.-:_.f:._


































































































































































































































































































































L:Li _--"_ '1_,-4H l-":4:J! #_ N_._R POES 4_






FOES PROJECT ¢CB ME_B]_RSIRLrVIEWZR_
POES PRO_ECT CONFIGURATION MANAG_ENT OrYIC_
POES PROJECT REVIEW SHEET FOR CC_EI2_
COGNIZANT F.N_INE2R: s_ _TMo_g_V
RESPONSES ARE REQUIRED BY: _t_S_ 1R: _98
Review the attached CCR, Indlca_e your reeommedali_n
for approval, approval with changss_ o_ disapproval.
Return this fo=n and CCR to the CM office by ¢he above
du_ da_e. If you cannot respond _y the due date, notify
the CM office of your anticzpa_e_ da_e of oompletion.
Afzer all responses are raceiv_d,i _he oognlzant engineer
will review and c_nsolldate _ne! responses. Once _he
responses have h4en reconclled,_e CCR will be _ub_itted
_o t_a deslgnated approving sig_a_or mr a CC_ mee%zng






OCT. 21 " 98 (WED) 08:56 CO.kt-qUNICATI 0,%"No : 34 PACE. I 2

uL! __z !998 i_---.I-FRNAS_q POES 488
_ei 2Ss i_99 T0-s62ss6ss81e
GSFC 422-12-12-02
CHANGE RECORD PAGE
DOCUMENT TrTLE: unique Instrument Interf'aa'e Doc_t (UIID}
for the E0S Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-A) •
































iiif iv, 2zi, 5-2
iii, iv, _5'15
iii, iv, vi, 5-5,
and page 5-6 was
added ""
'iii, iV, 2ci, 3-2',"
3-4, 3"5, 3-6,
'3-7, 5-6
iii, iv, 3-2, 3-5,
5-7












Phase C/D RFP for
AMSU-A
This' Release (Doc. '
Number 422-12-12-02) ks
the Baselined contract-
ual version and super-
sedes the previous
version and reflects
the change from the use





dated June, 1993, which















REVISION A iii JUNE 1994
OCT. 21 "93 (_E-D)08:57 C0.VN.UNICATIONN_:34 PAOE. 13
GSFC 422-12-12-02
DOCUMENT TITLE: Unique Instrument Interface Document (UIID) for
_he EOS Advanced Microwave .Sounding Unit (AMSU-A) Instrument,
EOS PM Project
' _RRLEASE DATE: June 1993
"" LIST OF AFFECTED PAGES
Page No. R,evision Pa_e No. Revision Pa_e No.
_ I
Cover Pa_e .R__VISION A _,
I i i
Title Page REVISION A
Signatures R--_VISION' A .........
...--., , , ,
...... iii ,,, cR-o9
iv . L_-o9 "' ]
v K=_vzszoN A
.=.,. .. ,.., . , ......
vi CH-07
2-,z _-oz







































. i i|,, . ,,
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| .i |,,, , I.














P--_ISION A iv JUNE 1994
OCT 2! '9_ (WED) 08:57 CO.k_.UNICATION N=:34 PAGE. 14




The instrument shall meet the EMClEMI requirments defined in
i0.!I.i through 10.11.8 (GIRD para 10.11)/The AMSU-A2
insb.Tument EMC/EMI charecteristics for CE03, RE02, RE01 are
' as identified in the attachments to POES Project CCR# 8120
(Waiver)./ Ref. CCR%422-12-12-019
For turn on, the transient current shall not exceed 100%
of the maximumsteadystate current and shall not be greater
than 50 msec duration (GIRD para. 5.2.5.2.1) / AMSU-AI and
AMSU-A2 turn on transients will be as described in the





REVISION A 5-9 JUNE 1994
OCT.21 '98 (WED) 08:57 CO.%04UNICAT|ON"N_:_4 PAGE. 15

[ .;
.TEST DATA SHEET NO. 7





1 AI-1 SCAN MOTOR
2 AI-2 SCAN MOTOR
3 AI-1 RF SHELF # 1
4 A1-2 RF SHELF # 1
5 AI-1 WARM LOAD
6 A1-2 WARM LOAD
7 AI-1 RF SHELF# 2
/
8 A1-2 RF SHELF # 2 ___.______ _















Shop Order'.._-(_ _ _.EOS/AMSU-AI System P/N_.





Test Systems Engine_F/zA"l ' ! Date














TEST DATA SHEET NO. $
Instrument Commanding Test (Paragraph 3.3.5.2)
I I I
Step Instrument Status
12 Full Scan Mode command received?
13 Is AI-1 motor scanning?
14 Did AI-1 motor stop scanning?
15 Is A1-2 motor scanning?
16 Did A1-2 motor stop scanning?
17 Are both motors scanning?
18 Reflectors positioned looking at warm loads?
19 Reflectors positioned looking at nadir?
20 Reflectors positioned looking at cold cal 1?
21 Reflectors positioned looking at cold cal 4?
22 Reflectors positioned looking at cold eal 3?
23 Reflectors positioned looking at cold ca] 2?
24 Reflectors positioned looking at cold ca]1?
25 Did PLO toggle?
25 Did C&DH processor reset?




Circle Test: 1st CPT_
C_omer Rel_sentative Date
II






TEST DATA SHEET NO. 21 (Sheet I of 2)
Radiometer Functional Performance Test (Relative NEAT Measurements*) (Paragraph 3.3.7.2)












P = Pass F = Fail
* Baseline data for acceptance tests. Use 1_ CPT data along with specification value for
pass/fall criteria.
** For reference only
EOSIAMSU-AI System P_L-12_J._9._Shop Order: .-_6"o:ff'.._












DATA SHEET NO. 21 (Sheet 2 of 2)
Radiometer Functional Performance Test (Relative NEAT Measurements*) (Paragraph 3.3.7.2)
PLO #2 Turned On
I i i i I a ! • i I I














P = Pass F = Fail
_-_,_s .
* Baselinedataforacceptancetests.Use I_CPT data alongwith specificationvaluefor
- pass/fail crkcri&
** For referenceonly
EOS/AMSU-A1 System _ Shop Order. _'c7 _.3 S/N: 2_ 2
Circle Test: 1*t Ct_ _ Sub CPT ttJ/_ LPT .4//_,
._stomer Repr_entative Date
_OV 9B
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O Cxl LO 1-'( _-I ('kl T--Ig_ C_1t'_ _1_O_ ,--(
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• ° • • • • ° ° • • • • •
_00_0000000
_ 000_0__0_000_0__0 00 0000_















































































_ _ or)r_3 _ k0 _ kD kD kD _J3kO kD _
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 9 (Sheet 1 of 3)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Full Scan Mode) (Par_eraph 3.3.5.3.1)
Step Insn'ument Status (_s / (N)fl
I FullScan Mode command received?
2 .ENGR OK message seen?
3 Unit (both reflectors ) running in full scan mode?

























RADIOMETER SCENE DATA [Step I Description ] Required Counts I (P)ass/(F)ail










Review All PRT Data** 10-40 deles C






Antenna in Full Scan Mode
Antenna in Warm C.al Mode ....
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode
Antenna in Nadir Mode
Cold Ca1 Position LSB
Cold Cal Position MSB
PLO Redundancy
Scanner AI-1 Power
















* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P_..l_a0_
Circle Test:" 1_t CPT





Test Systems E_'t/X_ _ Date






TEST DATA SHEET NO. 9 (Sheet 2 of 3)




BP Element Position Re_luired (/')ass/ Element Position Rcquirod (P)ass/
(*) (**) ± 5 (F)ail (*) (**) ,±5 (F)a/1
2 48 )q-t;9Z 50 iu 3e/o
3 s2 ,_ _zy 84 I_q 7z
4 116 I_ q'l_" 118 lql_g:_
5 150 _5"12"I 152 lq 7 7_,.J
6 I84 I _'_v9 186 /_ 9_
7 218 I_"_/.3 p 220 /._--o 7_
8 252 tY'$" _' Z 254 ]S-FJ _
9 286 ,. /$"7,J¢/ 288 /Y3F_
10 320 1S"77,_" 322 2,.¢'.-¢.,.¢3
11 354 |/_ _3 "_ 356 /.V'_'7.,_
12 388 I_1_ , 390 A_.1_"7_7
13 422 ] _3_o 424 . :_,:._X'q'l_
i4 456 (Q_" 458 - /[/q.O
15 490 2 6£7 492 / 6_.9Z
16 524 /4t// , ,526 _'_
]7 558 ¢-_-:_ 560 Z / / .
18 592 715" 594 yff'_
19 626 _'#¢" 628 _'/_/
20 660 /_ / _ 662 _'_'ff
21 694 / / "2 Q 696 _/_
22 728 ] 3 Z/ 730 F/_
23 762 / ¢-/75 764 //Z /
24 796 /_ I_(- 798 /2 7
9_5 830 i 7_d 832 /_/2_/"
26 864 I ¢_ Z _ 866 ].5"ff_"
27 898 .... Z-o _-¢_ 900 / ;7 Z
28 932 Z 23"/ 934 I _ 7_
29 966 _3" _3' 968 ZOO'/
30 moo ggT__¢" too2 2./_3
CC 1034 t.//Z _' _/ 1036 3 7_ 7 _r
* Actual counts from printout. Rewriting counts on this data sheet ks optional.
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 5&6 +/- 5 counts
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P_










TESTDATASHEETNO.9 (Sheet 3 of 3)







Signal Processor (+5 VDC)
Sigaaal Processor (+15 VDC)
SignalProcessor(-15VDC)
Scan Drive (+5 VDC)
Scan Drive (+15 VDC)
Scan Drive (-15 VDC)
PLO (+15 VDC)
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
to+6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+14 to +16 volts
PLO (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Receiver (+8 VDC) +7 to +9 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-1 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-2 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 6 _ +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 7 +9 to +11 volts






AI-1 Noisy Bus Current
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+14 to +16 volts
< 3 Amps
< 125 milliamps /
_<125 li ps
S/N:EOS/AMSU-A1 System P_l__Shop Order:.





























II IJ II II
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++ _ ++ _ + _ +++++ +++++
kDt '_ r_ ,_Pt.rl _ _































TEST DATA SHEET NO. 10 (Sheet 1 of 2)
Science and En_neering Data Test ('Warm Cal Mode) (Para_'aph 3.3.5.3.2)
Step Instrument Status (Y)es / (N)o
I Warm Cal Mode command received? _td./J
2 ENGR OK message seen? /_-:_..
3 Both reflectors positioned at warm loads? /t#_























7-8 Insmxment Mode/Status 1001101000000100
I Step [
• ,4f I Review All Scene Data
RADIOMETER SCENE DATA [







Review All PRT Data** 10-40 de_rees C









Antenna inWarm CalMode YES
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode NO
Antenna in Nadir Mode










ScannerA 1-2 Power ON
PLO #I Lock YES
PLO #2 Lock OFF
0H
(P)ass/(F)ail
* Rewritingprintout data on thisdatasheet is optional.
** Refer toTable IV forPRT Data Description _FL4. _7.5_
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P_,2._0g_ Shop Order: _'-'6"O _Tb'.J_ SIN: 7_ E
Circle Test: I" __ Sub CPT ._,///4- LPT /(-'//.4





- TEST DATA SHEET NO. 10 (Sheet 2 of 2)







.... REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 4e)
AI-I REFLECTOR AI-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) -+ 5 counts (F)ail (*) _+5 counts
eses £se? f/Tl
* Actual range (rain to max) of counts from printout (Only beam positions 1-30).
Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.







Signal Processor (+5 VDC)
Si$'aal Processor (+15 VDC)
Signal Processor (-15 VDC)
Scan Drive (+5 VDC)
Scan Drive (+15 VDC)




Mixer/if: Amplifier AI-1 (+10 VDC)









AI-1 Noisy Bus Current
A 1-2 Noisy Bus Current
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 t0-16 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+7 to +9 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to + l I volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to + 11 volts
+9 to + I I volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+14 {o +16 volts
, . _<,3 Amps .,/
< 125 milliamps
< 125 milliamps ....
*** Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P_ Shop Order: _ S/N: _O_ "_
Circle Test: 1_'C_Sub CPT /t,/,/,,ac- LPT ,4,/_-
(_stomer ReprLsentative Date
re_ystems En,in_ Date













_ ° o _
o o
o












































































































































































































TEST DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 1 of 5)
Science and En_neering Data Test (Cold Cal Mode) (Para_m'aph 3.3_5.3.3)














Yes = Pass No = Fail
Insn'tmaen't Slams fY)es / fN)o
Coic! C.al Mode comaand received?
EN_R,O K messafeseen?
Both reflectors positioned at cold eal position 1?
Cold Cal Position 2 command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Bo.t h reflectors positioned at c01d cal position 2?
Cold Cal Position 3 command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Both reflectors positioned at cold cal positio n 3?
Cold Cal Position 4 command received7
ENGR OK messa_,e seen?

































7-8 Instrument Mode) smms lool lOi&9OlOlOOO
7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101001001000
. , , , ,




RADIO_ SCENE DATAStep "1 Description







Review All PRT Data** 10-40 de_erees C
Temperature Sensor Reference 23244-26317 counts
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description
EOS/AMSU-AI System p_l-2-__
Circle Test: 13 CPT
it-2c -?g
Date
ShopOrder. _-_O _3 S/N: ._6r_
Sub CPT ,/t//z_- LPT ._"t_t--





TEST DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 2 of 5)





Step Description Status* Required Status (P)asst(F)ail
NOAntenna in Full Scan Mode
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode
Antenna in Nadir Mode
Cold Cal PositionLSB






















Cold Cal Position MSB ZERO
Cold Cal Position LSB ZERO
Cold Cal Position MSB ONE
Cold Cal PositionLSB ONE
Cold Ca/PositionMSB ONE





EOS/AMSU-A1 System P_ Shop Order: 5ff'O<_ff _ S/N: _0 _-
Circle Test:. 1stCPT ,-_ Sub CPT Jr//At- LPT x//.q-
Test _telns Enginee,_A"k,' D_te .n.Q




TEST DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 3 of 5)






AI-I iIEH.,ECTOR AI-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) +-5 counts (F)ail ,(,) -,-5 counts
3"1 1 7







AI-I REFLECTOR AI-2 REFLECTOR
PositionRange Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required(**)
(*) -,-5 counts (F),all (*) _ 5counts
370 /






REFLECTOR POSmONS (Step 22c)
AI-1 REFLECTOR A1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (l=)ail (*) _.+5 counts
_ 3 77 : g5"
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 5&6 +/- 5 counts for Cold Cal Position #3
(P)ass/
(F)ail




AI-I REFLECTOR AI-2 REFLECTOR
PositionRange Required (**) (P)ass/ PositionRange Required (**) (P)ass/
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts (F)ail
** Requiredcounts'.fromAE26002/I 'TDS'5&6 +/-5 countsforCold Col Position#4
* Actual range (rain to max) of counts from printout (Only beam positions 1-30).
Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.
EOS/AMSU-AI System P_Nd-_*--_Shop Order. ,_"bO_ S/N: _ Z
Circle Test: 1= CPT_ub CPT Ag/at LPT /d/m-- :_.
T_st SystemsEnj__._ Da_- -
Cus#mer Representative - Date Quality Control ..... bate
• I I i I I
A-22
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sh_t 4 of S)








AI-I REFLECTOR AI-2 REFLECTOR
PositionRange Requh_ (**) '(P)ass/ ActualPosition ReAluired
(*) _ 5 counts (F)ail (*) (**)
qlZq _ 3777
* Actualcountfrom printoutCold Cal Ibe.amposition
(P)ass/





PositionRange Required (**) (P)ass/ ActualPosition
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*)
* Actualcoum from printoutCold Cal 2 beam position





REFLECTOR POSITIONS (step 22c)
A 1-1 REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR'
i,
Beam PositionRange Required (**) (P)ass/ ActualPosition Required (P)ass/
Position ., (*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) (**) (F)ail
Cold Cal
3
* Actual count from printout Cold Cal 3 bea_ position
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 6 +_5 counts for Cold Cal 3
REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 30c) ' '













* Actual count from printout Cold Cal 4 bcarn position
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 6 _ 5 counts for Cold Ca] 4
(P)ass/
(F)ai]
EOS/AMSU-AI System P_ Shop Order: 5"_o _.._ S/N: _e_o2
C rclo"rest:crr )SubC r
_ (") ,- i_'iystems E__ Date _,




DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 5 of 5)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Cold C.al Mode) (Paragraph 3.3.5.3.3)





Sisal Processor (+5 VDC)
Signal Processor (+15 VDC)
Signal Processor (-15 VDC)
Scan Drive (+5 VDC)
Scan Drive (+15 VDC)




Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-1 (+10 VDC)
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-2 (+10 VDC)
LO Channel 6
Measured* Required
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+7 to +9 volts
+9 to +I 1 volts
+9 to +11 volts




+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 5 +9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 8 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 15.
Quiet Bus Current
AI-1 Noisy Bus Current
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.





EOS/AMSU-AI System Pfl_,[_ Shop Order:.5"b"a _g'._ S/N: 2c. 2
CircleTest: Is CPT _nb CPT NtA- -
Tes,_ystellas En_ ,0VI_a_c '998
. _ #t -"2.0^_g'
C er Reprd_entative Date Quality Control Date
I I I
A-24
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 12 (Sheet 1 of 2)
Science and Engdneering Data Test (Nadir Mode) (Paragraph 3.3.5.3.4)
Step Instrument Status (Y)es / (N')o
1 Nadir Mode command received? /11_
2 ENGR OK messa, e seen? _3 Both reflectors positioned at nadir position?






















%8 Instrmnent Mode/Status 1001101000010000
RADIOMETER SCENE DATA I
Description [ Required Coums [ (p)ass/(F)ail I





















Antenna in Full Scan Mode
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode
Antenna in Nadir Mode
Cold Cal Position LSB











Scanner A 1-2 Power ON
PLO #1 Lock YES
PLO #2 Lock OFF




* Rewriting printout dataon this datasheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P_-g-,3$_9_._Shop Order: _"go _'6 %




Test S_stems En__/_.%"_ Date





TEST DATA SHEET NO. 12 (Sheet 2 of 2)





AI-I REFLECTOR AI-2 REFLECTOR
PositionRange Required(**) (P)ass/ PositionRan_ Regluir_ (**)
(*) - 5 counts ('F)ail (*) -*-5 counts
* Actual range(win tomax) ofcountsfrom printout(Only beam positions1-30).
Rewritingcountson thisdatasheetisoptional.







+4 to +6 voltsSi_onalProcessor(+5 VI)C)
Si_nal Processor (+15 VDC)
Signal Processor (-15 VDC)
Scan Drive (+5 VDC)
Scan Drive (+15 VDC)




+14 to +16 volts
-14to -16 volts
+4to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14to -16 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+7 to +9 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-1 (+10 VI)C) +9 to +11 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-2 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 6 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 7 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 3 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 4 +9 to +I 1 volts
LO Channel 5 +9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 8 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 15 +14 to +16 volts
Quiet Bus Cu_ent < 3 Amps
AI-I Noisy Bus Current < 125 rnilliamps
AI-2 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps
*** Rewriting printout data on this dam sheet is optional
(V)ass/C_aii
ont.
EOS/AMSU-A1SysmmP_ Shop Order: 5"(o _(3 S/N: ff_
Circle Test: 1" <_'mal_ SubCPT _/,q- LIT ,V/A-
Customer Representative Dat/e ./
"f¢_ystems En_ Dam _










imJ _ _ LmJ im_ lint _
_ cI)
H H 11 H oo
E_ E_ t_
ooooo° ,, ,, ,, ,,
o II__ _


































































































































TEST DATA SHEET NO. 13







AI-I & A1-2 Scanner
ON




















EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008






Test Systems Enginl_'_ / Date. -





TEST DATA SHEET NO. 14
1553 Bus Interface Test (Paragraph 3.3.5.4)
I
II IN
ATTACH BUS A WAVE FORM
Bus A Amplitude
Bus A Rise Time
_-._,4 VP-P : 18.0 - 27.0 VP-P
: 100- 300 nsec
P/F
ATTACH BUS B WAVE FORM
Bus B A.mplitude
Bus B Rise Tune






: 18.0 - 27.0 V'P-P p
: 100- 300 nsec ,.fl


















































































TEST DATA SHEET NO. 15
Test Point Interfac_ Test (8 Second Sync Pulse TP) (Paragraph 3.3.6.2 )
AE-26156DA
19 Aug 98
8 SECOND SYNC PULSE TEST POINT
Attach Photograph or Plot Here or to Back of TDS
Step Parameter
2 Pulse Length
8 SECOND SYNC PULSE TEST POINT
Measured Required
_,_? seconds 8 seconds +/- 10%
(P)ass / (F)ail
/
EOS/AMSU-AI System P/N 1356008 Shop Order: _'_'_
Circle Test: 1_ CPT _ Sub cP'r
S/N: 2- o_--
Test Systems En_n " ' " /Date
































DATA StIEET NO. 16
Test Point Interface Test (Integrate/Hold and Dump TPs) (Paragraph 3.3.6.3 )
INTEGRATE/HOLD AND DUMP TEST POINTS
Attach Photograph or Plot Hem or to Back of TDS
t.
INTEGRATE/HOLD SIGNAL TEST POINT
Parameter Measured Required (P)ass / (F)ait





Time Measured (B)* milliseconds 32 -38 ms
200 + 5 ms -20 / fTime Measurement (A+B)* milliseconds
DUMP SIGNAL TEST POINT
Step Parameter Measured Required (P)ass / (F)ail
(D)* /_._ ms 9-15 ms p4 Time Measured
* Refer to Figure 18 for Waveforrn Definition
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:36'/_'( o_
Circle Test: 1st CPT _ Sub CPT
S/N: 2 _'2.--
Test Systems En#n_ ' 'Date


















TEST DATA SHEET NO. 17




RADIOMETER CHANNEL ANALOG OUTPUT TEST POINTS
Attach Photographs or Plots Here or to Back of TDS












































165 +__5 ms ms 23-27
165 _ 5 ms ms 23-27
165 __.5 ms ms 23-27
165 +-5 ms rns 23-27
165 _ 5 ms ms 23-27
165 +-5 ms ms 23-27
165 +-5 ms ms 23-27
165 + 5 ms ms 23-27
,k165 +_5ms 23-27
* Refer to Fi_mare 18 for Waveform Definition
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N_ Shop Order: _ _o3
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 18
Test Point Interface Test (PLO #1 and PLO #2 Lock TPs) (Paragraph 3.3.6.5 )





PLO #1 Lock Detect* , O I Z- volts + 1.0 volt
PLO #2 Lock Detect** . 0 _ ? volts + 1.0 volt
(P)_s/(F)ml
P
* When PLO #1 is selected
** When PLO #2 is selected
EOS/AMSU-A1 System V_ Shop Order: _-_0 _/_
Circle Test: 1_ CI:' T _ Sub CPT
SIN: 2 e-2---
Test




















Engineering Data . , ¢
7 _ Z ¢
I /
EOS/AMSU-A1 System_ Shop Order: _"-_0 _ b_' S/N: _ -c02""
Circle Test: 1st CPT





















_0 0 O C_




°. tmL rn_ _
_ Lm.J
Lm.J Lm,J _ Lml _ _ _
o _
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 20
Radiometer Functional Performance Test (PLO Frequency Measurements) (Paragraph 3.3.7.1)
PLO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
PLO Measured Frequency Required Frequency
(OHz) (GHz)
57.290294 - 57.290394#1
#2 57.290294 - 57.290394
Pass/Fail
P=P_ F=Fml
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order: .L_, 0 _" k_
Circle Test: 1st Clrr
_t0_er _pres_k4_ave
S/N: _20 "7---
_s_ " / Date
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 2_ -















4 A1-2 52.85 V
5 A1-2 53.70 H
6 A 1- 1 54.45 H
7 A1-1 54.99 V
8 A1-2 55.55 H
9 AI-1 57.34 H
10 AI-1 57.50 H
Channel Verified
(Yes/No)
11 AI-1 57.564 H t-tge_¢.
12 AI-1 57.59 H
13 A 1-1 57.602 H k_ e__
14 AI-1 57.608 H
15 AI-1 89.55 V
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order: G60_&_.
Circle Test: CPT _ Sub CPT LPT









- TEST DATA SHEET NO. 9 (Sheet I of 3)
"Science and Engineering Data Test (Full Scan Mode) (Para_aph 3.3.5.3.1)
Step 7 Instrument Status (Y)es / (N)o
Full Scan Mode command received? _e_
ENGR OK message seen?
3 Unit (both reflectors) running in full scan mode?























7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 11301101000000010












Element Description Required (P)_s/(F)ail
1090-1178 Review All PRT Data**










Antenna in Warm Cal Mode NO
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode NO
Antenna in Nadir Mode NO
Cold Cal Position LSB ZERO





Scanner AI-2 Power ON
PLO #1 Lock YES
PLO #2 Lock OFF
ADC Latchup Flag ONE
(P)assJ(F)ail
i
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N_ Shop Order: _ "°'J-b'3




Test Systems Engineer" Date





TEST DATA SHEET NO. 9 (Sheet 2 of 3) " -
Science and En_neering Data Test (Full Scan Mode) (Para_aph 3.3.$.3.1)
. -1
REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 4e)


































Element Position Required (P)ass/ Element Position Required















320 I 5 '__'5"










660 / o / _"
694 il 7C
728 13 _ f
762 I q 73





















322 15"E 9 3
356 t _6 _5"
390 i_ g39
424 15" 9 _"_
458 16 Iqd
492 t 6 _ q2
526 _'q









866 i ff7 6
9OO 172%"
934 ] _ 7
968 ;2 o _ i
(P)ass/
(F)ail
1002 _. I _3
_ 1036 _ 7 77 _ '
_ers_ _188 _J 7¢_ _w;s
* Actual counts from printout. Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.
** Required counts from AE26OO2/1 TDS 5&6 +/- 5 counts
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008
Circle Test: 1_ CPT _)
n-o- -gs
C_omer Representative Date
Shop Order: 5 66_6-5
Sub CPT
S/N: _ O 9,
LPT
/ /% \




TEST DATA SHEET'_O. 9 (-Sheet 3 of 3)





Signal Processor (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Signal Processor (+15 VDC) +14 to
Signal Processor (-15 VDC) -14 to
Scan Drive (+5 VDC)
+16 volts
-16 volts
+4 to +6 volts
Scan Drive (+15 VDC) +14 to
Scan Drive (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
PLO (+15 VDC) +14 to
PLO (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Receiver (+8 VDC) +7 to +9 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-1 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-2 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 6 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 7 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 3 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 4 +9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 5 +9 to +11 volts





+14 to +16 volts
< 3 Amps
(P)ass/(F)ail
AI-1 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps _
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps Plff$
S/N: gO'a.
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional,
_, _3_-_ _
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order: _66_6"5
Circle Test: 1s' CPT _'_'_) Sub CPT LPT







































































































_ _ 0000 0000_ ZZ































TEST DATA SHEET NO. 10 (Sheet 1 of 2)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Warm Cal Mode) (Paragraph 3.3.5.3.2)
Step "Instrument Status (Y)es / (N)o
1 Warm Cal Mode command received? _@_.
2 ENGR OK message seen? _q_
3 Bot h reflectors positioned at warm loads? "_es





















7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101000000100




Review All Scene Data




















Antenna in Full Scan Mode
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode
Antenna in Nadir Mode
Cold Cal Position LSB
Cold Cal Position MSB
PLO Redundancy










Scanner AI-2 Power ON






* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description I_ C_5"_
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356r0_ Shop Order: 5(o_3_3




Test Systems Enginee_ Date





TESTDATASHEET NO. 10 (Sheet 2 of 2)







REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 4e)
A 1-1 REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts
* Actual range (min to max) of counts from printout (Only beam positions 1-30).
Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.
(P)ass/
(F)ail






Signal Processor (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Signal Processor (+15 VD C) +14 to +16 volts
Signal Processor (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Scan Drive (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Scan Drive (+15 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
Scan Drive (- 15 VDC) - 14 to - 16 volts
PLO (+15 VDC) +14.to +16 volts
PLO (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Receiver (+8 VDC) +7 to +9 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-1 (+I0 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-2 (+10 VDC) .,, +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 6 +9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 7 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 3 +9 to + I I volts
LO Channel 4 +9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 5 +9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 8 +9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 15 +14 to +16 volts
Quiet Bus Current < 3 Amps
AI-1 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps
(P)ass/(F)ail
*** Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.







Test Systems Engineer {'_;'_; _ ' Date
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TEST DA_TA Si-I'EET NO. 11 (Sheet I of 5)
















Cold Cal Mode command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Both reflectors positioned at cold cal position 1?
Cold Cal Position 2 command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Both reflectors positioned at cold cal position 2?
Cold Cal Position 3 command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Both reflectors positioned at cold cal position 3?
Cold Cal Position 4 command received?
ENGR OK message seen?



















3-4 Packet Length' 0000001010111111
5-6 Unit Serial Number 0000001100000000
7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101000001000
7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001 I01000101000
7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101001001000
7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101001101000
(P)ass/(F)ail
. "P _-,_
RADIOMETE i SCENE DATA IStep Description Required Counts (P)ass/(F)ail






Review All PRT Data** 10-40 degrees C
Temperature Sensor Reference 23244-26317 counts
(P)ass/(F)ail"
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description d_ _'_
EOSIAMSU-A1 System P/N 135600.8.,, Shop Order: _6_¢_6
Circle Test: 1 st CPT _ Sub CPT
Customer l_ep_esent_tive - -
sin: gO_
LPT




TESTDATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 2 of 5) " -
Science and Engineering Data Test (Cold Cal Mode) (Para_aph 3.3.5.3.3)
ii
STATUS
Description Status* Required Status
Antenna in Full Scan Mode NO
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode NO
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode YES
Antenna in Nadir Mode NO
Cold Cal Position LSB ZERO
Cold Cal Position MSB ZERO
PLO Redundancy PLO # 1
Scanner AI-I Power ON
Scanner A1-2 Power ON
PLO #1 Lock YES
PLO #2 Lock OFF
ADC Latchup Flag ONE
Cold Cal Position LSB ONE
Cold Cal Position MSB ZERO
Cold Cal Position LSB ZERO
Cold Cal Position MSB ONE
Cold Cal Position LSB ONE






* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
(P) ass/(F)ail
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008
Circle Test: 1s_ CPT
Customer l_epresentative " "'Date








Test Systems Engineer.. Date




TESTDATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 3 of 5)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Cold Cal Mode) (Para_aph 3.3.5.3.3)
REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 6e)






Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts




REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 14c)
AI-1 REFLECTOR AI-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts
(P)ass/
(F)ail
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 5&6 +/- 5 counts for Cold Cal Position #2






A 1- 1 REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts




REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 30c)
AI-1 REFLECTOR AI-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts
3 :z (,, %s 3q'7'-/
(P)ass/
(F)ail
** Required counts from AE26002/I TDS 5&6 +/- 5 counts for Cold Cal Position #_
* Actual range (min to max) of counts from printout (Only beam positions 1-30).
Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/I_j 135(i008







Test Systems ,F_er 1_/ 1 _
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- TEST DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 4 of 5)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Cold CaI Mode) (Para=_aph 3.3.5.3.3)
ii i
• "tl
REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 6e)
A 1-1 REFLECTOR A1-2 REFLECTOR
Beam Position Range Required (**) " (P)'ass/ Actual Position Required (P)ass/
Position (*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) (**) (F)ail
Cold Cal
* Actual count from printout Cold Cal 1 beam position
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 6 + 5 counts for Cold Cal 1





Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Actual Position
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*)
* Actual count from printout Cold Cal 2 beam position
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 6 _+5 counts for Cold Cal 2
Cold Cal
2




















* Actual count from printout Cold Cad 3 beam position
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 6 _+5 counts for Cold Cal 3
REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 30c)
A 1- 1 REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR
Beam Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Actual Position Required (P)ass/
Position (*) ± 5 counts ,. (F)ail (*) (**) .. (F)ail
Cold Cal
4
* Actual count from printout Cold Cal 4 beam position
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 6 + 5 counts for Cold Cal 4
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N_
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- TEST DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 5 of 5)





Signal Processor (+5 VDC)
Signal Processor (+15 VDC)
Signal Processor (-15 VDC)
Scan Drive (+5 VDC)
Scan Drive (+15 VDC)




Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-1 (+10 VDC)










+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
I'
+7 to +9 volts
+9 to + 11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +1 l volts
+9 to + 11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+14 to +16 volts
< 3 Amps
(P) ass/(F)ail
AI-1 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps _i")_%
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order: 56c5c26_
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19 Aug 98
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 12 (Sheet 1 of 2)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Nadir Mode) (Paragraph 3.3.5.3.4)
i I i
Step Instrument Status (Y)es / (N)o
1 Nadir Mode command received?
2 ENGR OK message seen?
3 Both reflectors positioned at nadir position?

















7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101000010000
(P)ass/(F)ail






Review All PRT Data** 10-40 de_ees C





Antenna in Full Scan Mode
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode
Antenna in Nadir Mode
Cold Cal Position LSB












Scanner A1-2 Power ON
PLO #1 Lock YES
PLO #2 Lock OFF
ADC Latchup Flag ONE
(P) ass/(F)ail
I
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description
Op 0 _ g'C_
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 135600_ Shop Order: _'_,0_'3
Circle Test: 1_t CPT ("-FinalCPT _ Sub CPT
C_ome r Representative Date









TESTDATASHEETNO. 12 (Sheet 2_of 2)" -





REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 4e)
AI-1 REFLECTOR A1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) +- 5 counts (F)ail (*) _ 5 counts
* Actual range (rain to max) of counts from printout (Only beam positions 1-30).
Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.







Signal Processor (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Si_,nal Processor (+15 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
Signal Processor (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Scan Drive (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Scan Drive (+15 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
Scan Drive (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
PLO (+15 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
PLO (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Receiver (+8 VDC) +7 to +9 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-1 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-2 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 6 +9 to +I 1 volts
LO Channel 7 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 3 +9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 4 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 5 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 8 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 15 +14 to +16 volts
Quiet Bus Current < 3 Amps
AI-1 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps




EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008_ Shop Order:_66_gr"_
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1.1 Scope. This process specification establishes the requirements for the Comprehensive Performance Test (CPT) and
Limited Performance Test (LPT) of the Earth Observing System Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit - A1 (EOS/AMSU-
A1), referred to as the unit. The unit is defined on Drawing 1356008.
1.2 Procedure sequence. The sequence of CPT/LPT testing is shown in Figure 1. At the discretion of the test engineer the




























2.1 Government documents. The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein. The
latest issue is applicable.
SPECIFICATIONS






Performance and Operation Specification for the EOS/
METSAT Integrated Programs AMSU-A Instrument (POS)
Performance Assurance Requirements for the EOS/METSAT
Integrated Programs AMSU-A Instrument (PAR)
General Interface Requirements Document for EOS Common Spacecraft
/Instruments EOS PM Project (GIRD)
Unique Instrument Interface Document for the Advanced Microwave Sounding
Unit (AMSU-A) EOS PM Project (UIID)
MIL-STD-45662 Calibration Systems Requirements
(Copies of government documents should be obtained as indicated in the Department of Defense Index of Specifications and
Standards).
2.2 Non government documents. The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.





Interface Control Document for Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit - A1 (ICD)
Instrument Interface Database for the AMSU-A1








Requirements for Electrostatic Discharge Control
AMSU-A1 Antenna Drive Subsystem Test Procedure
EOS/AMSU-A 1 Subsystem Integration Procedure

























Cable Assembly, EOS Lab Test
Console Assembly, METSAT and EOS STE
9 Pin Breakout Box
25 Pin Breakout Box
37 Pin Breakout Box
ON/OFF Switch






3.1 Equipment. All measurements shall be made using the test equipment or its equivalent as specified in Table I.
Equivalent test equipment shall be approved by Systems Engineering and Quality Assurance. Test equipment and gauges
required to perform examinations and tests shall be controlled by a calibration system as specified in MIL-STD-45662.
All inspection, measurement and test equipment used shall be currently calibrated to certified standards. The date of last
calibration and calibration due date shall be displayed on each item of equipment subject to calibration and recorded at the
time of test performance as specified in detailed procedures.
3.2 Materials. Not applicable.
3.3 Required procedures and operations. The unit shall be subjected to the tests shown in Figure 1 and Table II.
3.3.1 Integration and test preliminary conditions
3.3.1.1 Limited performance test (LPT). The Limited Performance Test shall consist of the test procedures in the LPT
column of Table II.
3.3.1.2 Comprehensive performance test (CPT). Three types of Comprehensive Performance Testing are shown in Table
II. The first and final CPTs are the same except for para_'aph 3.3.5.1 which is performed during the first protoflight unit
CPT. The first CPT is performed prior to the start of environmental testing. Sub CPTs are intermediate comprehensive
performance tests performed during environmental testing. The final CPT is performed after the completion of environmental
testing. Table II shows the required tests for each CPT.
3.3.1.3 Integration and test facilities. Unless otherwise specified, all testing and inspection of the EOS/AMSU-A1 shall be
conducted at Aerojet, Azusa Operations, Azusa, California.
3.3.1.4 Environment. Unless otherwise specified all testing and inspection operations shall be performed under the
following laboratory ambient conditions:
a. Handling in accordance with AE-26357
b. Contamination control in accordance with Report 10353
c. Temperature: +23 __ 10 degrees Celsius
d. Pressure: 610 to 810 tort
e. Humidity: 50 _+20% (no condensation)
f. The instrument shall be placed in its protective bag (1338427) when not in use.
3.3.1.5 Integration testing inspection. Prior to the start of CPT/LPT testing, the unit should be in the final system
configuration as determined by the successful completion of the subsystem integration procedure, AE-26156/7.
3.3.1.6 Electrostatic discharge (ESD) certification. Certification for handling ESD sensitive equipment in accordance with
STD-2454 is required for all personnel working on the EOS/AMSU-A1 instrument.
3.3.1.7 CPT/LPTpreparation checklist. Prior to starting the integration, perform the following procedures.
1 Visually inspect the instrument. Check for physical damage and cleanliness.









































































Equipment Manufacturer Model No,
9-Pin Breakout Box Aerojet SK1358702-1/2536-3743
25-Pin Breakout Box Aerojet SK1358704-1/2536-3746
37-Pin Breakout Box Aerojet SK1358705-1/2536-3745
AMSU-A Special Test Equipment (STE) Aerojet 1356655-1
STE Interface Cable J 1 (W31) Aerojet 1356648-1
STE Interface Cable J2 (W32) Aerojet 1356648-2
STE Interface Cable J3 (W33) Aerojet 1356648-3
STE Interface Cable J4 (W34) Aerojet 1356648-4
Liquid Nitrogen Container Cole Parmer N03726-20
Digital Multimeter Fluke/Tektronix 77/DMM916
Spectrum Analyzer Hewlett-Packard 8566B/8590L
Plotter Hewlett-Packard 7475A
Digital Multimeter Hewlett-Packard 34401A
Digital Oscilloscope Tektronix TDS386/2221A
Dynamic Si_maalAnalyzer Hewlett-Packard 3562AJ3563
WR 19 Harmonic Mixer (40-60 GHz) Hewlett-Packard HP 11970V
WR19 Feedhorn TRG V861
Current Probe Tektronix AM503
Frequency Counter Hewlett-Packard 5316A
Function Generator Hewlett-Packard 3325A/B
Power Supply Power Designs 3650-S
Frequency Synthesizer Hewlett-Packard 83623A
Source Module/Multiplier Hewlett-Packard 83557A
Source Module/Multiplier Hewlett-Packard 83558A
Oxygen Monitor Bio Systems 3100
CRYO Protective Gloves Lab Safety Supply 5932L
Protective Face Mask SELLSTROM 124-390/380
Cold Target Support Aerojet T- 1291001-2
Cold Target Support Aerojet T-1291001-3
Cold Target Aerojet T- 1291000-1
ON/OFF Switch Aerojet S K 1260106
Power Supply Hewlett-Packard HP 6205 B
Protective Apron Lab Safety Supply 8A-7549-3
Para.
3.3.2




3.3.3 Operational Power Interface Test
3.3.3.1 Quiet Power Bus
3.3.3.1.1 Quiet Power Bus Operational Power Test
3.3.3.1.2 Quiet Power Bus Operational Power Test (LPT Only)
3.3.3.1.3 Quiet Power Bus Turn On Transient Test
3.3.3.2 Noisy Power Bus
3.3.3.2.1 Noisy Power Bus Operational Power Test
3.3.3.2.2 Noisy Power Bus Turn On Transient Test
3.3.3.3 Survival Heater Power Bus Interface Test


















X X X X
t
Command & Telemetry Bus Interface Test
3.3.5.1 FQT of the EOS/AMSU-A 1 Firmware (PFM Only) X
3.3.5.2 Instrument Commanding Verification X X X X
3.3.5.3 Science and Engineering Data Verification X X X X
3.3.5.4 1553 Bus Interface Test X X
3.3.6 Test Point Interface Test
Intentionally Left Blank
8 Second Sync Pulse Verification X
3.3.6.1
3.3.6.2 X X
X3.3.6.3 Integate/Hold & Dump Signal Verification X X
3.3.6.4 Radiometer Channel Analog Output Verification X X X
3.3.6.5 PLO #1 and PLO #2 Lock Signal Verification X X X
3.3.6.6 GSE- 1 Mode Verification X X
3.3.6.7 GSE-2 Mode Verification X X
3.3.6.8 GSE-3 Mode Verification X X





Radiometer Functional Performance Test
PLO Frequency Measurements


















Verifythateachconnectorf the spacecraft interface has a connector saver installed.
Obtain the required test equipment listed in Table I. Verify that the test equipment requiring calibration is
currently calibrated.
5. Verify operation of the Special Test Equipment (STE) shown in Figure 2 by itself. Ensure that the current
limits on the two power supplies that interface to the instrument are set correctly. The Q supply should be
set to 3 amps and the N/S supply should be set to 1.5 amps. Refer to Figure 3 for the STE power supply
panel layout. Figures 4 through 6 show other panels on the STE that will be referenced later in this
procedure.
6. Verify that all of the required procedures and drawings listed in 2.2.2 are available for reference.
3.3.2 Grounding interface test. This test provides the verification of the unit _ounding requirements found in the
following documents:
UIID Waiver 5 (12)
GIRD Sections 5.3 and 6.2.2 (except section 5.3.5.2)
POS Section 4.4.1
ICD Section 5.3
To verify these requirements, perform the following procedures.
1. Configure the unit as shown in Figure 7. Verify that connectors J1, J2, J3 and J4 have connector savers
installed. Connect a 25 Pin breakout box at J1. Connect a 37 Pin breakout box at J2. Connect a 9 pin
breakout box at J3. Connect a 37 pin breakout box at J4.
2. Measure and record continuity or isolation between the points as specified on Test Data Sheet (TDS) 1.
3. Remove the breakout boxes from J2 and J3 ensuring that the connector savers remain in place.
3.3.3 Operationalpower interface test. This test provides the verification of the operational power interface requirements
found in the following documents:
U-lID - Section 3.3 and waivers 5(3), 5(7), 5(9), and 5(11)
GIRD - Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2
POS - None
ICD - Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2
Operational power is delivered to the unit through spacecraft interface connector J1 as follows:
1. Quiet power bus (3.3.3.1)
2. Noisy power bus (3.3.3.2)
3. Survival heater power bus (3.3.3.3)
3.3.3.1 Quietpower bus interface tests. The quiet bus is active immediately upon the introduction of spacecraft power to




Quiet power bus operational power test (3.3.3.1.1)
Quiet power bus operational power test (LPT only) (3.3.3.1.2)








































Figure 4. STE Rear Power Supply Panel Layout
i PANEL •II Los71_STTEST if J2 I






















































Figure 7. Setup for Grounding Interface Test
1553 Address
Plug
3.3.3.1.1 Quiet power bus operational power test. The Quiet Power Bus operational power shall be verified at
combinations of three voltages (+27, +29, and +31 volts) and two PLO conditions (PLO #I active and PLO #2 active). The
operational power test will be conducted for the unit in full scan mode as follows:
With the STE main power off and the STE power panel turned off (MAIN POWER, Q/MAIN, N/PULSE,
and S/ANALOG switches as shown in Figure 3 in the OFF position), connect the instrument as shown in
Figure 8. This setup assumes a dc impedance from the spacecraft supplied power through fuse and cabling
to the unit on the order of 0.3 ohms.
2. Ensure breakout boxes at J1 and J4 are connected to the unit as indicated in 3.3.2, testing.
3. Connect the STE to the instrument using the following STE interface cables:
a. STE interface cable Jl (1356648-1)
b. STE interface cable J2 (1356648-2)
c. STE interface cable J3 (1356648-3)
4o Connect STE interface cable J1 from EOS J1 found on the STE power panel shown in Figure 4 to the 25
pin breakout box. Connect the remaining end to the 25 pin breakout box to J1 of the instrument.
° Connect STE interface cable J2 from EOS J2 found on the STE test panel shown in Figure 5 to J2 on the
unit.
. Connect STE interface cable J3 from EOS A&B J5 found on the STE interface panel shown in Figazre 6 to
J3 on the unit.
. Before turning on the power to the unit, verify that switches 1, 2, 14, and 15 of the 25 pin breakout box are

















Source Z = 0.01 ohm
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Disconnect the external power supply PSlfrom the 25 pin breakout box. Turn on the external supply and
using a multimeter, adjust its output to 27 +_0.10 volts. Turn off the external supply and reconnect the
supply as shown in Figure 8.
Turn the STE MAIN POWER switch ON {refer to Figures 2 and 3 (computer should be on, STE power
panel should be off)}. From the A1 directory and at the "$" prompt, enter the command to the STE "'RUN
El". The EOS/AMSU-A1 software pro_am should be running as evidenced by the STE screen shown in
Figure 9.
Turn the STE power supply panel MAIN POWER switch ON (refer to Figure 3).
Turn the external power supply on. Place ON/OFF switch in the 'ON' position. With a multimeter, adjust
the Quiet Bus voltage at the breakout box to 27 _+0.10 volts (between Jl-1 and J1-3).
Turn the STE power supply panel N/Pulse switch on (refer to Figure 3). With a multimeter, adjust the
Noisy Bus voltage at the breakout box to 29 _+0.10 volts (between J1-5 and J1-7).
Go to the Commands screen on the STE. From the main screen shown in Figure 9, enter the STE command
"[ 2 ] MONITOR ONLY". The screen should now be as shown in Figure 10. Enter the STE command "[
14 ] COMMANDS". The screen should now be as shown in Figure I 1.
Enter the STE command "[ 11 ] ANTENNA FULL SCAN MODE". Wait 18 seconds before issuing the
next command.
Enter the STE command "[ 9 ] SCANNER AI-1 POWER". Wait 18 seconds before issuing the next
command.
Enter the STE command "[ 10 ] SCANNER A1-2 POWER". Wait 18 seconds before issuing the next
command. The unit should now be scanning in full scan mode with PLO #1 active.
Look at the Quiet Bus voltage. If necessary, using the multimeter adjust the external supply PS1 to 27 _+
0.10 volts. Record the voltage on TDS 2.
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Figure 9. EOSIAMSU-A1 STE Main Screen
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Figure 1 I. EOS/AMSU-A 1 STE Commands Screen
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Prior to collecting any current data, the current meter and DSA have to be
"zeroed out"; zero current reference has to be established on the DSA. Follow
this interim procedure to zero reference the current meter and DSA.
a. Remove the current probe from the circuit and close the probe. Place the probe in a magnetic
benign location.
b. Depress "Start Capture" on the DSA.
c. With the "capture in process", adjust the "output DC level" control on the current amplifier to
indicate zero current on the DSA.
d. Position the current probe to its original location in accordance with Figure 8.
The instrument is now ready to capture and plot 8.0 seconds of data
Start the DSA signal capture by depressing "Start Capture"; Insure Relay Board is 'ON'.
Obtain a record of the Quiet Bus current waveform. On the Relay Board, turn the switch OFF.
Determine average power by the following:
Observe the current waveform on the DSA. Using the Y markers, place the lower horizontal bar on the 0.0
ma line and the upper bar on the current trace, adjusting the bar to the middle of the signal. This measures
the average current over the 8.0 second span. Multiply this value by the current scale factor (20 ma/mv,
which yields Average Quiet Bus Current. Record on TDS 2, Record the PS-1 measured Quiet Bus Voltage
on TDS 2. Multiply the voltage times the current for the calculated average power. Record on TDS 2.
Determine peak power by the following:
Observe the current wave form taken above. Sweep the X marker across the current wave form stopping on
each narrow spike to see which has the highest amplitude. Upon finding the largest one, leave the X marker
indicating the Peak Current Amplitude. Record this on TDS 2. Make a plot of this screen and attach it to
TDS 2. Record the PS-1 measured Quiet Bus Voltage on TDS 2. Multiply the voltage times the peak
current to obtain the calculated Peak Power. Record this on TDS 2.
With the multimeter, adjust the external power supply PSI to 29_+0.10vdc as measured between Jl-1 (high
and J1-2 (low). Record this voltage on TDS 2.
Repeat steps 19 through 22.
With the multimeter, adjust the external power supply PS 1 to 31_-4-0.10vdc as measured between J 1-1 (high)
and J 1-2 (low). Record this voltage on TDS 2.
Repeat steps 19 through 22.
Repeat the above steps after changing to PLO #Z.
Quiet power bus operational power test (LPT only).






























Figure 12. Test Setup of Unit Connected to STE
Breakout box at J1 should still be connected to the unit from the grounding interface testing of para_aph
3.3.2.
Connect the STE to the instrument using the following STE interface cables:
a. STE interface cable J1 (1356648-1)
b. STE interface cable J2 (1356648-2)
c. STE interface cable J3 (1356648-3)
Connect STE interface cable J1 from EOS J1 found on the STE power panel shown in Figure 4 to the
remaining end of the 25 pin breakout box connected to J1 on the unit.
Connect STE interface cable J2 from EOS J2 found on the STE test panel shown in Figure 5 to J2 on the
unit.
Connect STE interface cable J3 from EOS A&B J5 found on the STE interface panel shown in Figure 6 to
J3 on the unit.
Turn the STE main power switch on {refer to Figures 2 and 3 (computer should be on, STE power panel
should be off)}. From the A1 directory and at the "$" prompt, enter the command to the STE "RUN El".
The EOS/AMSU-A1 software program should be running as evidenced by the STE screen shown in Figure
9.
Turn the STE power supply panel main power switch on (refer to Figure 3).
Turn the STE power supply panel Q/Main switch on (refer to Figure 3). With a multimeter adjust the Quiet
Bus voltage at the breakout box to 29 ± 0.10 volts (between Jl-1 and J1-3).
Turn the STE power supply panel N/Pulse switch on (refer to Figure 3). With a multimeter adjust the Noisy
Bus voltage at the breakout box to 29 ± 0.10 volts (between J1-5 and J1-7).
Go to the Commands screen on the STE. From the main screen shown in Figure 9, enter the STE command
"[ 2 ] MONITOR ONLY". The screen should now be as shown in Figure 10. Enter the STE command




12. EntertheSTEcommand"[ 11] ANTENNAFULLSCANMODE".Wait18secondsbeforeissuingthe
nextcommand.
13. EntertheSTEcommand"[ 9 ] SCANNERAI-1 POWER".Wait18secondsbeforeissuingthenext
command.
14. EntertheSTEcommand"[ 10] SCANNERA1-2POWER".Wait18secondsbeforeissuingthenext
command.
15. Look at the Quiet Bus voltage. If necessary, using the muhimeter adjust the external supply to 29 m 0.05








16. Compute the operating power in watts on TDS 3 using the equation provided on TDS 3.
Turn the STE power supply panel N/Pulse switch off (refer to Figure 3).
Turn the STE power supply panel Q/Main switch off (refer to Figure 3).
Turn the STE power supply panel main power switch off (refer to Figure 3).
Leave the setup intact for paragaph 3.3.4 testing.
Quietpower bus turn on transient test. The Quiet Power Bus turn on transient shall be verified at +31 volts as
1. The setup should be intact from paragraph 3.3.3.1.1 testing
.
3.
Verify the external power supply (PS 1) is adjusted to 31+. I vdc, make appropriate adjustments.
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Prior to collecting any current data, the current meter and DSA have to be
"zeroed out"; zero current reference has to be established on the DSA. Follow
this interim procedure to zero reference the current meter and DSA.
a. Remove the current probe from the circuit and close the probe. Place the probe in a magnetic
benign location.
b. Depress "Start Capture" on the DSA.
C. With the "capture in process", adjust the "output DC level" control on the current amplifier to
indicate zero current on the DSA.
d. Position the current probe to its ori_nal location in accordance with Figure 8.
Adjust PS2 for +28vdc.
Start the DSA signal capture by depressing "Start Capture"; wait for the DSA message "waiting for trigger"
before proceeding.
On the Relay Board, turn the switch ON and obtain a record of the Quiet Bus Turn on current waveform.
On the Relay Board, turn the switch OFF. Adjust the display time base and voltage sensitivity to allow for
adequate current and pulse duration measurements. Plot the obtained waveform and attach a hard copy of
the scan to TDS 4. See Figures 13 and Figure 14.
Measure the Turn On pulse width; record this value in TDS 4.
Compute the peak current as follows:
Multiply the maximum Ya value by the current/div as selected on the current amplifier. As an example: if
the current amplifier is set up to display 200 ma/10 mv per division, and the maximum Ya value = 276mv:
276mv x (200ma/10my) = 5520ma = 5.52 amps





















9. The Ist derivative of the current waveform must be calculated. Compute the dlldT as follows:
The most probable location of the greatest current demand is during the first positive transition after voltage
application. If this is the case, expand that segment of the display and measure the greatest voltage
transition in the smallest time transition. The change in voltage times the current/div as selected on the
current amplifier produces the change in current. Next divide this change in current by the change in time
(in microseconds). This value is dI/dT. Example:
Change in voltage ........................................ 144 mv
Change in time (microseconds) ........................ 19.5 us
Current/div on current amp ............................. 200ma/10my
144mv x (200ma/10mv)/19.5 us = 147.7ma per us
10. Record the computed value on TDS 4.
I1. With the multimeter, adjust the external power supply PS 1 to 29_+0.10vdc as measured between J 1-1 (high)
and Jl-3 (low).
12. Repeat steps 3 through 10.
13. With the multimeter, adjust the external power supply PS 1 to 27_+0.10vdc as measured between J 1-1 (high)
and J 1-3 (low).
14. Repeat steps 3 through 10.
15. Turn the STE power supply panel N/pulse switch OFF (refer to Figure 3).
16. Turn the STE power supply panel main power switch OFF (refer to Figure 3).
3,3.3.2 Noisy power bus interface tests. The noisy bus is not active upon the introduction of spacecraft power to the bus.
Two relays, one for the AI-I scan drive and one for the A1-2 scan drive, must be turned on before the noisy bus is active
within the unit. During normal turn on operation, each scan drive relay is enabled separately a minimum of eighteen seconds
apart. Similarly, during normal shut down each drive system is disabled separately. The noisy bus shall be verified by
performing the following tests:
1. Noisy power bus operational power test (3.3.3.2.1)
2. Noisy power bus turn-on transient test (3.3.3.2.2)
3.3.3.2.1 Noisy power bus operational power test.
combinations of three voltages (+27, +29, and +31 volts).
scan mode as follows:
The Noisy Power Bus operational power shall be verified at
The operational power test will be conducted for the unit in full
With the STE main power off and the STE power panel turned off (MAIN POWER, Q/MAIN, N/PULSE,
and S/ANALOG switches as shown in Figure 3 in the OFF position), connect the instrument as shown in
Figure 15. This setup assumes a dc impedance from the spacecraft supplied power through fuse and cabling
to the unit on the order of 0.3 ohms.
. Before turning on the power to the unit, verify that switches 5, 6, 18, and 19 of the 25 pin breakout box are
in the open position.
. Disconnect the external power supply from the 25 pin breakout box. Turn on the external supply PS 1 and
using a multimeter, adjust its output to 27 _+0.05 volts. Turn off the external supply and reconnect the
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Figure 15. Setup for Noisy Bus Operational Power Tests
Turn the STE main power switch on {refer to Figures 2 and 3 (computer should be on, STE power panel
should be off)}. From the A1 directory and at the "$" prompt, enter the command to the STE "RUN El".
The EOS/AMSU-A1 software program should be running as evidenced by the STE screen shown in Fi_mare
9.
5. Turn the STE power supply panel main power switch on (refer to Figure 3).
. Turn the STE power supply panel Q/MAIN switch on (refer to Figure 3). With a multimeter, adjust the










Turn the external power supply PS 1 on. Place ON/OFF switch in the 'ON' position. With a multimeter,
adjust the Noisy Bus voltage at the breakout box to 27 _+0.05 volts (between J1-5 and J1-7).
Go to the Commands screen on the STE. From the main screen shown in Figure 9, enter the STE command
"[ 2 ] MONITOR ONLY". The screen should now be as shown in Figure I0. Enter the STE command
"[ 14 ] COMMANDS". The screen should now be as shown in Figure 11.
Enter the STE command "[ 11 ] ANTENNA FULL SCAN MODE". Wait 18 seconds before issuing the
next command.
Enter the STE command "[ 9 ] SCANNER At-1 POWER". Wait 18 seconds before issuing the next
command.
Enter the STE command "[ 10 ] SCANNER A1-2 POWER". Wait 18 seconds before issuing the next
command. The unit should now be scanning in full scan mode with PLO #1 active.
Look at the Noisy Bus voltage. If necessary, using the multimeter, adjust the external supply to 27 _+0.10
volts. Record the voltage on TDS 5.
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Prior to collecting any current data, the current meter and DSA have to be
"zeroed out"; zero current reference has to be established on the DSA. Follow
this interim procedure to zero reference the current meter and DSA.
a. Remove the current probe from the circuit and close the probe. Place the probe in a magnetic
benign location.
b. Depress "Start Capture" on the DSA.
C. With the "capture in process", adjust the "output DC level" control on the current amplifier to
indicate zero current on the DSA.
d. Position the current probe to its original location in accordance with Figure 8.
The Instrument is now ready to capture and plot 80 seconds of data.
Start the DSA signal capture by depressing "Start Capture."
Obtain a record of the Noisy Bus current waveform. On the Relay Board, turn the switch OFF. Using the
Y markers, mark the maximum current amplitude as indicated in Figure 16. Plot the obtained waveform
and attach a hard copy of the scan to TDS 5.
Examine the expanded waveform to find the peak current over the entire 80 second scan. Record the peak
current on TDS 5. A representative Noisy Bus Current is shown in Figures 16 and 17.
Calculate the Average Noisy Bus Current as follows:
Select VIEW INPUT
Select Time Record: Note - the display shows the first 8 seconds of data and the heading
changes to read "Cap Tim Rec"
Select MATH
Select Next
Select Intgrt: Note the display changes to present an inte_ated value of the current waveform.
Select X;
Move the X marker to the maximum right of the display. The Y value is indicative of the
inte_ated current value over the entire 8 second period. Plot this waveform and attach a hard copy
of the scan to TDS 5.
Multiply the maximum Y value by the current/div as selected on the current amplifier, then divide by 8
seconds to acquire an average current/second value. As an example: if the current amplifier is set up to
display 200 ma/10 mv per division, and the maximum Y value = 32.4 my:
[32.4mv x (200ma/10my)]/8 sec = 81ma/sec
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18. Compute the operating peak and average power in watts from the measured values in steps 16 and 17
above. Record the computed values on TDS 5. Compute Noisy Bus current during the integrrate/hold,
dumpt (I/H, D) time period (Refer to Figure 16). Record the data on TDS 5.
19. With the multimeter, adjust the external power supply PS1 to 29_-2-0.10vdc as measured between J1-5 (high)
and J1-7 (low). Record this voltage on TDS 5.
20. Repeat steps 13 through 18.
21. With the multimeter, adjust the external power supply PS 1 to 31_+0.10vdc as measured between J 1-5 (high)
and J1-7 (low). Record this voltage on TDS 5.
22. Repeat steps 13 through 18.
3.3.3.2.2 Noisy power bus turn on transient test. The Noisy Power Bus turn on transient shall be verified at +31 volts as
follows:
1. The setup should be intact from paragraph 3.3.3.2.1 testing
. Verify the external power supply (PS 1) is adjusted to 31+. I vdc, make appropriate adjustments, and the unit
is in WARM CAL position.
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Prior to collecting any current data, the current meter and DSA have to be
"zeroed out"; zero current reference has to be established on the DSA. Follow
this interim procedure to zero reference the current meter and DSA.
a. Remove the current probe from the circuit and close the probe. Place the probe in a magnetic
benign location.
b. Depress "Start Capture" on the DSA.
C. With the "capture in process", adjust the "output DC level" control on the current amplifier to
indicate zero current on the DSA.
d. Position the current probe to its original location in accordance with Figure 8.
Adjust PS2 for +28vdc.
Start the DSA signal capture by depressing "Start Capture"; wait for the DSA message "waiting for trigger"
before proceeding.
On the Relay Board, turn the switch ON and obtain a record of the Noisy Bus Turn on current waveform.
On the Relay Board, turn the switch OFF. Adjust the display time base and voltage sensitivity to allow for
adequate current and pulse duration measurements. Plot the obtained waveform and attach a hard copy of
the scan to TDS 6. A representative Noisy Bus Turn-on is shown in Figures 18 and 19.
Measure the Turn On pulse width; record this value in TDS 6.
Compute the peak current as follows:
Multiply the maximum Y value by the current/div as selected on the current amplifier. As an example: if
the current amplifier is set up to display 200 ma/10 mv per division, and the maximum Y value = 276mv:
276mv x (200ma/10mv) = 5520ma = 5.52 amps
Record this value on TDS 6.
The 1st derivative of the current waveform must be calculated. Compute the dI/dT as follows:
The most probable location of the greatest current demand is during the first positive transition after voltage
application. If this is the case, expand that segment of the display and measure the greatest voltage
transition in the smallest time transition. The change in voltage times the current/div as selected on the
current amplifier produces the change in current. Next divide this change in current by the change in time


















































Figure 18. Typical Noisy Bus Turn On Transient
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1 t. With the multimeter, adjust the external power supply PS 1 to 29_+0.10vdc as measured between J 1-5 (high)
and J1-7 (low).
12. Repeat steps 3 through 10.
13. With the multimeter, adjust the external power supply PS1 to 27_-+_).10vdc as measured between JI-5 (high)
and J1-7 (low).
14. Repeat steps 3 through 10.
15. Turn the STE power supply panel Q/pulse switch OFF (refer to Fi_mare 3).
16". Turn the STE power supply panel main power switch OFF (refer to Figure 3).
3.3.3.3 Survival heater power bus interface tests. The operational characteristics of the redundant survival buses A and B
shall be verified during ambient thermal cycle testing using test procedure AE-26151f9. For final CPT attach data sheet from
Survival Heater Test to this data package.
3.3.4 Passive analog interface test. This test provides the verification of the passive analog telemetry requirements found in
the following documents:
UIID None
GIRD Sections 4.5.2, 4.5.3, and 6.3
POS Section 4.6.3.6 (8)
ICD Sections 4.5 and 6.3
Passive analog telemetry signals are output from the unit through the spacecraft interface connector J2. To verify these
signals, perform the following procedures:
1. The unit should be configured as shown in Figure 12 if performing an LPT or Fi_mare 15 if performing a
CPT. Turn the STE main power switch on (computer should be on, STE power panel should be off). From
the A1 directory and at the "$" prompt, enter the command to the STE "RUN El". The EOS/AMSU-A1
software program should be running as evidenced by the STE screen shown in Fi_mare 9.
2. Enter the STE command "[ 2 ] MONITOR ONLY". The screen should now be as shown in Figure 10.
3. Enter the STE command "[ 12 ] UNPOWERED THERMISTORS". The screen should now be as shown in
Figure 20.
4. The thermistor data should update every 8 seconds. Enter STE command "[ 2 ]" to print the screen. Enter
the data on TDS 7 and attach the printout to TDS 7.
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Figure 20. EOS/AMSU-A 1 STE Unpowered Thermistors Screen
3.3.5.1 Formal qualification test of the EOS/AMSU-A1 firmware (protoflight model 1a CPT only. On 3/21/97, an initial
Formal Qualification Test (FQT) of the EOS AMSU-A firmware was conducted using Test Procedure AE-26600 (CDRL
415) The results of that test were documented in Report 10974 (CDRL 217). As stated in that report, a final FQT would be
performed as a part of the initial instrument CPT for the EOS protoflight models A1 and A2 to validate the firmware
requirements (Report 10458, CDRL 306-2b) which could not be validated during the initial FQT. The purpose of this test is
to perform that validation by repeating Test Procedure AE-26600 and conducting additional system level testing with the unit
connected to the Special Test Equipment (STE). At the conclusion of paragraph 3.3.5 testing, the firmware will be validated.
Perform Test Procedure AE-26600 with the following clarifications:
1. Paragraph 4. I, Load bonded Software - the last half of the paragraph be_nning with "The tape labeled N7
..." to the end of the paragraph should be ignored because the unit configuration uses flight CCAs.
Paragraph 4.2, Configure the test environment - replace this paragraph with the instructions provided in
paragraph 3.3.5.2 steps 1 through 9 of this procedure.
3 Paragraph 4.4.4, C through L. These are replaced by section 3.3.5.3 of this procedure.
3.3.5.2 Instrument commanding test. This test provides the verification of the instrument commanding capability. Each of
the commands shown in Table III with the exception of [ 21 ] GSE Modes will be sent to the unit and verified that it was
received and carried out by the unit. GSE Modes will be verified during test point interface testing (paragraph 3.3.6).
Perform the following procedures.
1. Configure the unit as shown in Figure 12. If the unit is already configured, skip to step 7.
30
Table 11I. EOS/AMSU-A1 Instrument Commands
STE Command STE Command
Screen Number
[ 9 ] Scanner AI-1 Power
[ 10 ] Scanner A1-2 Power
[ 11 ] Antenna Full Scan Mode
[ 12 ] Antenna Warm Cal Mode
[ 13 ] Antenna Cold Cal Mode
[ 14 ] Antenna Nadir Mode
[ 15 ] PLO Power
[ 16 ] Cold Cal Position 1
[ 17 ] Cold Cal Position 2
[ 18 ] Cold Cal Position 3
[ 19 ] Cold Cal Position 4
[ 20 ] Reset C&DH Processor
























Connect a 25 pin breakout box to J1 of the instrument. Connect a 37 pin breakout box to J4 of the
instrument.
Connect the STE to the instrument using the following STE interface cables:
a. STE interface cable J1 (1356648-1)
b. STE interface cable I2 (1356648-2)
c. STE interface cable J3 (1356648-3)
Connect STE interface cable J1 from EOS J1 found on the STE power panel shown in Figure 4 to the
remaining end of the 25 pin breakout box connected to Jl on the unit.
Connect STE interface cable J2 from EOS J2 found on the STE test panel shown in Fi_mare 5 to J2 on the
unit.
Connect STE interface cable J3 from EOS A&B J1 found on the STE interface panel shown in Figure 6 to
J3 on the unit.
Turn the STE MAIN POWER switch on (refer to Figures 2 and 3 (computer should be on, STE power
panel should be off)). From the A1 directory and at the "$" prompt, enter the command to the STE "RUN
El". The EOS/AMSU-A1 software program should be running as evidenced by the STE screen shown in
Figure 9.
Turn the STE power supply panel Q/MAIN switch on (refer to Figure 3). With a multimeter, adjust the

















Turn the STE power supply panel N/PULSE switch on (refer to Figure 3). With a multimeter, adjust the
Noisy Bus voltage at the breakout box to 29 ± 0.10 volts (between JI-5 and J1-7).
Go to the Commands screen on the STE. From the Main screen shown in Figure 9, enter the STE command
"[ 2 ] MONITOR ONLY". The screen should now be as shown in Figure 10. Enter the STE command
"[ 14 ] COMMANDS". The screen should now be as shown in Figure 11.
The instrument commands shown in Table III are now ready to be tested.
Enter the STE command "[ I 1 ] ANTENNA FULL SCAN MODE". Look at the commands screen to see
that the command was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from NO to YES).
Record the status on TDS 8.
Enter the STE command "[ 9 ] SCANNER AI-1 POWER". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument {the state of that command should go from NO (OFF) to YES
(ON)}. The AI-I scan motor should now be scanning. Record the status on TDS 8.
Enter the STE command "[ 9 ] SCANNER AI-1 POWER". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument {the state of that command should go from YES (ON) to NO
(OFF)}. The AI-1 scan motor should stop scanning. Record the status on TDS 8.
Enter the STE command "[ 10 ] SCANNER A1-2 POWER". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument {the state of that command should go from NO (OFF) to YES
(ON) }. The A 1-2 scan motor should now be scanning. Record the status on TDS 8.
Enter the STE command "[ 10 ] SCANNER AI-2 POWER". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument {the state of that command should go from YES (ON) to NO
(OFF)}. The A1-2 scan motor should stop scanning. Record the status on TDS 8.
Enter the STE command "[ 9 ] SCANNER AI-I POWER". Wait for at least 18 seconds and then enter the
STE command "[ 10 ] SCANNER A1-2 POWER". Look at the commands screen to see that the commands
were received by the instrument {the state of those commands should go from NO (OFF) to YES (ON)}.
Both AI-1 and A1-2 scan motors should now be scanning. Record the status on TDS 8.
Enter the STE command "[ 12 ] ANTENNA WARM CAL MODE". Look at the commands screen to see
that the command was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from NO to YES
and the state of ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE should go from YES to NO). Both AI-1 and A1-2
scan motors should have moved to the warm calibration position. Record the status on TDS 8.
Enter the STE command "[ 14 ] ANTENNA NADIR MODE". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from NO to YES and the
state of ANTENNA WARM CAL MODE should go from YES to NO). Both AI-I mad A1-2 scan motors
should have moved to the nadir position. Record the status on TDS 8.
Enter the STE command "[ 13 ] ANTENNA COLD CAL MODE". Look at the commands screen to see
that the command was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from NO to YES
and the state of ANTENNA NADIR MODE should go from YES to NO). Both AI-1 and A1-2 scan
motors should have moved to the cold calibration 1 position (LSB=0, MSB=0). Record the status on TDS
8.
Enter the STE command "[ 19 ] COLD CAL POSITION 4". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from NO to YES. Also, the
state of ANTENNA COLD CAL MODE should stay YES). Both AI-I and A1-2 scan motors should have




22. EntertheSTEcommand"[ 18] COLD CA/_, POSITION 3". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from NO to YES. Also, the
state of ANTENNA COLD CAL MODE should stay YES). Both AI-1 and A1-2 scan motors should have
moved slightly to the cold calibration 3 position. Record the status on TDS 8.
23. Enter the STE command "[ 17 ] COLD CAL POSITION 2". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from NO to YES. Also, the
state of ANTENNA COLD CA/., MODE should stay YES). Both AI-I and AI-2 scan motors should have
moved slightly to the cold calibration 2 position. Record the status on TDS 8.
24. Enter the STE command "[ 16 ] COLD CAl., POSITION 1". Look at the commands screen to see that the
command was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from NO to YES. Also, the
state of ANTENNA COLD CA/., MODE should stay YES). Both AI-1 and A1-2 scan motors should have
moved slightly to the cold calibration 1 position. Record the status on TDS 8.
25. Enter the STE command "[ 15 ] PLO POWER". Look at the commands screen to see that the command
was received by the instrument (the state of that command should go from PLO #1 to PLO #2 or vice versa
depending on its starting state. Record the status on TDS 8. Leave this step with PLO #1 active (if PLO #2
is active enter STE command "[ 15 ] PLO POWER" to make PLO #1 active).
26. Enter the STE command "[ 20 ] RESET C&DH PROCESSOR". Look at the bottom of the commands
screen to see that SA28 resets and starts counting from 1. Record the status on TDS 8.
27. Leave the unit powered and the setup intact for paragraph 3.3.5.2 testing.
3.3.5.3 Science and engineering data verij_cation. The engineering data in the engineering packet is also found embedded
in the science data packet. The STE does a comparison between the data in the engineering packet and the same data located
in the science data packet. If there is total agreement between the two data sets then a message "'ENGR OK" appears at the
bottom of the STE screen. Because of the fact that the two packets agree with respect to engineering data, this test validates
both science and engineering data by verifying the data in the science data packet for each of the following instrument modes.
Look at ENGINEERING DATA, also UNPOWERED THERMISTORS prior to starting these modes.
1. Full Scan Mode (3.3.5.3.1)
2. Warm Cal Mode (3.3.5.3.1)
3. Cold Cal Mode (3.3.5.3.3)
4. Nadir Mode (3.3.5.3.4)
3.3.5.3.1 Full scan mode. The full scan mode science and engineering data is verified as follows:
. From the STE command screen shown in Fi_mare 11, enter the STE command "[ I 1 ] ANTENNA FULL
SCAN MODE". Look at the commands screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of that command should go from NO to YES). Record the status on TDS 9.
. Look to see that "ENGR OK" message is displayed in bottom left comer of screen. Record the status on
TDS 9.
3. Look to see that the unit is operating in full scan mode. Enter the observed result on TDS 9.
4. Enter the STE command "[ 3 ]" to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results
on TDS 9.







e. Reflectorpositions(usedatafromprocedureAE-26002/1 TDS 5 and 6 for required position data)
(pages 1 - 6 of printout)
f. Radiometer scene data ( pages 1 - 6 of printout)
g. PRT temperature data (elements 1090 - 1180, page 7 of printout) Refer to Table IV for PRT data
description.
h. Status (page 8 of printout)
i. Engineering data (page 8 of printout)
Attach the printout to TDS 9.
Warm cal mode. The warm cal mode science and engineering data is verified as follows:
1. From the STE command screen shown in Figure 11, enter the STE command "[ 12 ] WARM CAL MODE".
Look at the commands screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the state of that
command should go from NO to YES). Record the status on TDS 10.
2. Look to see that "ENGR OK" message is displayed in bottom left corner of screen. Record the status on
TDS 10.
3. Look to see that the unit reflectors have moved to warm cal position. Enter the observed result on TDS 10.
4. Enter the STE command "[ 3 ]" to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results
on TDS I0.
a. Packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page 1 of printout)
b. Packet length (elements 3 and 4, page 1 of printout)
c. Unit serial number (elements 5 and 6, page 1 of printout)
d. Instrument model.status (elements 7 and 8, page 1 of printout)
e. Reflector positions (use data from procedure AE-26002/1 TDS 5 and 6 for required position data
for warm cal position) (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
f. Radiometer scene data (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
g. PRT temperature data (elements 1090 - 1180, page 7 of printout)
h. Status (page 8 of printout)
i. Engineering data (page 8 of printout)
















RF Mux - A 1-2 Temperature
Local Oscillator - Channel 3 Temperature
Local Oscillator - Channel 4 Temperature
Local Oscillator - Channel 5 Temperature
Local Oscillator - Channel 6 Temperature
Local Oscillator - Channel 7 Temperature
Local Oscillator - Channel 8 Temperature
Local Oscillator - Channel 15 Temperature
Phase Locked Oscillator No. 2 Temperature































S.P. (1553 Interface) Temperature
Mixer/IF Amplifier - Channel 3 Temperature ....
Mixer/IF Amplifier - Channel 4 Temperature
Mixer/IF Amplifier - Channel 5 Temperature
Mixer/IF Amplifier - Channel 6 Temperature
Mixer/IF Amplifier - Channel 7 Temperature
Mixer/IF Amplifier - Channel 8 Temperature
Mixer/IF Amplifier - Channel 9/14 Temp
Mixer/IF Amplifier.- Channel 15 Temperature
IF Amp - Channel 11/14 Temperature
IF Amp - Channel 9 Temperature
IF Amp - Channel 10 Temperature
IF Amp - Channel 11 Temperature
DC/DC Converter Temperature
IF Amp - Channel 13 Temperature
IF Amp - Channel 14 Temperature
IF Amp - Channel 12 Temperature
RF Shelf- AI-1 Temperature
RF Shelf- A1-2 Temperature
Detector/Preamplifier Temperature
A 1-1 Warm Load 1 Temperature
AI-1 Warm Load 2 Temperature
A I-1 Warm Load 3 Temperature
A 1-1 Warm Load 4 Temperature
AI-1 Warm Load Center Temperature
A 1-2 Warm Load 1 Temperature
A1-2 Warm Load 2 Temperature
A 1-2 Warm Load 3 Temperature
A 1-2 Warm Load 4 Temperature






3.3.5.3.3Cold cal mode. The cold cal mode science and engineering data is verified as follows:
1. From the STE command screen shown in Figure 11, enter the STE command "[ 13 ] COLD CAL MODE".
Look at the commands screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the state of that
command should go from NO to YES). Record the status on TDS 11.
2. Look to see that "ENGR OK" message is displayed in bottom left comer of screen. Record the status on
TDS 11.
3. Look to see that the unit reflectors have moved to cold cal position 1. Enter the observed result on TDS 11.
Enter the STE command [ 3 ] to obtain a full printout. Use this data in step 6.
4. From the STE command screen shown in Figure I 1, enter the STE command"(10] ANTENNA FULL
SCAN MODE". Look at the command screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of the command should go from NO to YES).
5. From the STE command screen shown in Figure 11, enter the STE command" [ 12] ANTENNA COLD
CAL MODE". Look at the command screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of the command should go from NO to YES).
6. Enter the STE command [ 3 ] to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results on
TDS 11.
a. packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page I of printout) (from step 3 full printout)
b. packet length (elements 3 and 4, page I of printout (from step 3 full printout)
c. unit serial number (element 5 and 6, page I of printout) (from step 3 full printout)
d. Instrument/mode status (element 7 and 8, page I of printout) (from step 3 full printout)
e. reflector positions (use data from procedure AE-26002/2 TDS 2 for required position data for cold
ca] position l) (page 1 and 2 of printout) (from step 3 full printout used for TDS 11 sheet 3, step 6
full print used for TDS 11 sheet 4)
f. radiometric scene data (pages I and 2 of printout) (from step 3 full printout)
g. PRT temperature data (elements 262 - 300, page 2 of printout) (from step 3 full printout)
h. status (page 3 of printout) (from step 3 full printout)
i. engineering data (page 3 of the printout) (from step 3 full printout)
7. Attach the printout to TDS 1 I.
8. From the STE command screen shown in Figure 11, enter the STE command"[ 15 ] COLD CAL
POSITION 2". Look at the command screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of the command should go from NO to YES). Record status on TDS 11
9. Look to see that "ENGR OK" message is displaced in the bottom left comer of screen. Record status on
TDS 11
10. Look to see that the unit reflector has moved to cold cal position 2. Enter the results on TDS 11. Enter the





























Instrument/mode status (element 7 and 8, page 1 of printout) (from step l0 full printout)
status (page 3 of printout) (from step 10 full printout)
reflector positions (use data from procedure AE-26002/2 TDS 2 for required position data for cold
cal position 1) (page 1 and 2 of printout) (from step 10 full printout for TDS 11 sheet 3, from step
14 full printout for TDS 11 sheet 4)
Attach the printout to TDS 11
From the STE command screen shown in Figure I I, enter the STE command"[ 16 ] COLD CAL
POSITION 3". Look at the command screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of the command should go from NO to YES). Record status on TDS 11.
Look to see that "ENGR OK" message is displayed in the bottom left comer of screen. Record status on
TDS 11.
Look to see that the unit reflector has moved to cold cal position 3. Enter the results on TDS 11. Enter the
STE command [ 3 ] to obtain a full printout, use this data in step 22.
From the STE command screen shown in Figure 11, enter the STE command"[ 10 ] ANTENNA FULL
SCAN MODE". Look at the command screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of the command should go from NO to YES).
From the STE command screen shown in Fi_mlre 11, enter the STE command"[ 12 ] ANTENNA COLD
CAL MODE". Look at the command screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of the command should go from NO to YES).
Look to see that the unit reflector has moved to cold cal position 3.
Enter the STE command [ 3 ] to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results on
TDS I1.
a. Instrument/mode status (element 7 and 8, page 1 of printout) (from step 18 full printout)
b. status (page 3 of printout) (from step 18 full printout)
c. reflector positions (use data from procedure AE-26002/2 TDS 2 for required position data for cold
cal position 1) (page 1 and 2 of printout) (step 18 full printout for TDS 11 sheet 3, step 22 full
printout for TDS 11 sheet 4)




24. FromtheSTEcommandscreenshownin Figxtre11,entertheSTEcommand"[ 17] COLDCAL
POSITION4". Lookatthecommandscreentoseethatthecommandwasreceivedbytheinstrument(the
stateofthecommandshouldgofromNOtoYES).RecordstatusonTDS11.
25. Looktoseethat"ENGROK"messageis displayed in the bottom left comer of screen. Record status, on
TDS I1.
26. Look to see that the unit reflector has moved to cold cal position 4. Enter the results on TDS 11. Enter the
STE command [ 3 ] to obtain a full printout, use this data in step 30.
27. From the STE command screen shown in Fi_mare 11, enter the STE command"[ 10 ] ANTENNA FULL
SCAN MODE". Look at the command screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of the command should go from NO to YES).
28. From the STE command screen shown in Figure 11, enter the STE command "[ 12 ] ANTENNA COLD
CAL MODE". Look at the command screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the
state of the command should go from NO to YES).
29. Look to see that the unit reflector has moved to cold cal position 4.
30. Enter the STE command [ 3 ] to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results on
TDS 11
a. Instrument/mode status (element 7 and 8, page 1 of printout) (from step 26 full printout)
b. Status (page 3 of printout) (from step 26 full printout)
C. Reflector positions (use data from procedure AE-26002/2 TDS 2 for required position data for
cold cal position 1) (page 1 and 2 of printout) (step 26 full printout used for TDS 11 sheet 3, step
30 full printout used for TDS 11 sheet 4)
3 I. Attach the printout to TDS 11.
3.3.5.3.4 Nadir mode. The nadir mode science and engineering data is verified as follows:
1. From the STE command screen shown in Figure 11, enter the STE command "[ 14 ] NADIR MODE".
Look at the commands screen to see that the command was received by the instrument (the state of that
command should go from NO to YES). Record the status on TDS 12.
. Look to see that "ENGR OK" message is displayed in bottom left comer of screen. Record the status on
TDS 12.
3. Look to see that the unit reflectors have moved to nadir position. Enter the observed result on TDS 12.
4. Enter the STE command "[ 3 ]" to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results
on TDS 12.
a. Packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page 1 of printout)
b. Packet length (elements 3 and 4, page 1 of printout)
c. Unit serial number (elements 5 and 6, page I of printout)











3.3.5.3.5Noisy Bus current measurement during warm cal, coM cal and nadir mode.
1. Place instrument in warm cal by repeating paragraph 3.3.5.3.2(1).
2. Record Noisy Bus current from STE noisy bus power supply display on I"DS 13.
3. Command AI-1 scanner to "off" and record current.
4. Command AI-1 scanner to "on" and A1-2 scanner to "off" and record current.
5. Command AI-1 and A1-2 scanner to "on."
6. Place instrument in cold cal by repeating paragraph 3.3.5.3.3 (1). Repeat step number 2.
7. Place instrument in Nadir by repeating paragraph 3.3.5.3.4 (I). Repeat step number 2.
3.3.5.4 1553 Bus interface test.
The 1553 Bus interface shall be verified by observing its operation during full scan operation. The interface test shall be
accomplished by the following steps:
1. Configure the unit as shown in Figure 21.
2. Insure all switches are closed on the 9-pin breakout box.
3. Connect oscilloscope to J3-1 (Hi) and J3-2 (1o) to measure 1553 Interface A data. A representative
waveform is shown in Figaare 22. Set the vertical to 5 volts; horizontal to 5 us, DC coupling: Trig-GH1.
Print hard copy and attach to TDS 14.
4. Using the Vertical and Horizontal bars, measure the amplitude and rise time of the instrument response.
Record these on TDS 14.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for Interface B. Attach and record data on TDS 14. Connect to J3-4 (Hi) and J3-5
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Figure 21. Configuration for 1553 Interface Set-Up
3.3.6 Test point interface test. The purpose of this test is twofold:
1. Verify the following test point signals:
a. Intentionally left blank
b. 8 second sync pulse test point (3.3.6.2)
c. Integrate/hold and dump test points (3.3.6.3)
d. Channel 3 through 15 analog output test points (3.3.6.4)
e. PLO #1 and PLO #2 lock test points (3.3.6.5).
2. Verify the following GSE mode operations:
a. GSE-1 mode (3.3.6.6)
b. GSE-2 mode (3.3.6.7)
c. GSE-3 mode (3.3.6.8)
d. GSE-4 mode (3.3.6.9)
e. GSE-5 mode (3.3.6.10)
f. GSE-7 mode (3.3.6.1 I).
The test point interface connector (J4) is not used during spacecraft configuration and is covered with a cover plate when the
unit is operating in the flight configuration. The above test points and GSE modes are used only by Aerojet during test and
evaluation of instrument performance and do not meet any system level requirements.
3.3.6.1 lntentionaUy left blank. Perform the following procedures.
3.3.6.2 8 second sync pulse test point verification. Perform the following procedures.
1. Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pins J4-2 (High) and J4-21 (Low).
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lntegrate/hold and dump testpoint verification. Perform the following procedures.
1. Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pins J4-6 (High) and J4-5 (Low).
2. Connect channel 2 of the oscilloscope to pins J4-24 (High) and J4-5 (Low).
° Set the scope to trigger internally on channel I. Optimize time and amplitude for best resolution. The
desired display should look similar to the top two traces shown in Figure 24.
4. Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 16. Attach the plot to TDS 16.
Figure 24. Integrate/Hold, Dump, and Analog Out Test Point Signals
Radiometer channel analog output test point verification. Perform the following procedures.
1° Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pins J4-8 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optimize time and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
. Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 3 and
attach the plot to TDS 17.
. Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pins J4-9 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optimize time and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
4. Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 4 and
attach the plot to TDS 17.
° Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pins J4-10 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optimize time and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
. Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 5 and






















Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pros J4-11 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optimize time and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 6 and
attach the plot to TDS 17.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pins J4-12 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optirmze time and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 7 and
attach the plot to TDS 17.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pros J4-t 3 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optirmze time and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 8 and
attach the plot to TDS 17.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pins 24-14 (High) and 24-26 (Low). Optirruze tzme and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 9 and
attach the plot to TDS 17.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pros J4-27 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optirmze tame and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel I0
and attach the plot to TDS 17.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pros J4-28 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optitmze time and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 11
and attach the plot to TDS 17.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pins J4-29 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optirmze tame and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 12
and attach the plot to TDS 17.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pros J4-30 (High) and J4-26 (Low). Optirmze tame and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 13
and attach the plot to TDS 17.
Connect channel 1 of the oscilloscope to pros J4-31 (High) and J4-26 (Low). optimize time and amplitude
for best resolution. The desired display should look similar to the bottom trace shown in Figure 24.
Plot the oscilloscope display and record the information indicated on TDS 17. Label the plot Channel 14








PLO #1 and PLO #2 lock test point verification. Perform the following procedures.
1. Look to see that PLO #1 is enabled. If not enter STE command "PLO POWER". Wait for the screen to
show PLO #1 active.
2. Connect DVM to pins J4-22 (High) and J4--4 (Low). If the PLO is locked, the voltage observed will be less
than or equal to + 1 volt. If the PLO is unlocked, the voltage observed will be approximately -15 _+1 volt.
3. Record voltage on TDS 18.
4. Enter STE command "PLO POWER". Wait for the screen to show PLO #2 active.
5. Connect DVM to pins J4-3 (High) and J4-4 (Low). If the PLO is locked, the voltage observed will be less
than or equal to + 1 volt. If the PLO is unlocked, the voltage observed will be approximately -15 _+I volt.
6. Record voltage on TDS 18.
3.3.6.6 GSE-1 mode verification. This test mode positions the reflectors at beam position 6 for 10 integration periods, then
to the cold calibration position for 10 integration periods, and finally to the warm cal position for 10 integration periods. This
process is then repeated. To verify this mode, perform the following procedures. Look at ENGINEERING DATA, also
UNPOWERED THERMISTORS prior to starting these modes.
1. Enter a "I" on the mode switch located on the front of the STE test panel (refer to Figure 2 for test panel
location).
2. From the STE command screen shown in Figure 11, enter the STE command "[ 21 ] GSE MODE".
3. Wait 18 seconds, and look to see that the unit is performing the scan pattern described. Enter the observed
result on TDS 19.
4. Enter the STE command "[ 3 ]" to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results
on TDS 19.
a. Packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page 1 of printout)
b. Packet length (elements 3 and 4, page 1 of printout)
c. Unit serial number (elements 5 and 6, page 1 of printout)
d. Instrument model.status (elements 7 and 8, page 1 of printout)
e. Reflector positions (1 _t 10 at beam position 6, 2*a 10 at cold cal position, 3_a 10 at warm cal
position, ignore cold cal and warm cal positions on the printout) (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
f. Radiometer scene data (pages 1 - 6 of printout)






h. Status (page 8 of printout)
i. Engineering data (page 8 of printout).
Attach the printout to TDS 19. There is no Pass/Fail criteria.
3.3.6.7 GSE-2 mode verij_atian. This test mode positions the reflectors at beam position I for 30 inte_ation periods. This
process is then repeated. To verify this mode, perform the following procedures.
1. Enter a "2" on the mode switch located on the front of the STE test panel.
2. Wait 18 seconds, and look to see that the unit is performing the scan pattern described. Enter the observed
result on TDS 18.
3. Enter the STE command "[ 3 ]" to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results
on TDS 18.
a. Packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page 1 of printout)
b. Packet length (elements 3 and 4, page 1 of printout)
i
c. Unit serial number (elements 5 and 6, page 1 of printout)
d. Instrument mode/.status (elements 7 and 8, page 1 of printout)
e. Reflector positions (30 positions at beam position 1, ignore cold cal and warm cal positions on the
printout) (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
f. Radiometer scene data (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
g. PRT temperature data (elements 1090 - 1180, page 7 of printout)
h. Status (page 8 of printout)
i. Engineering data (page 8 of printout).
4. Attach the printout to TDS 18. There is no Pass/Fail criteria.
3.3.6.8 GSE-3 mode verification. This test mode positions the reflectors at each beam position for 30 inte_m-ation periods
incrementing the beam position to the next beam position each 8 seconds. This process is then repeated. To verify this mode,
perform the following procedures.
1. Enter a "3" on the mode switch located on the front of the STE test panel.
2. Wait 18 seconds, and look to see that the unit is performing the scan pattern described. Enter the observed
result on TDS 19.





Packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page 1 of printout)
Packet length (elements 3 and 4, page 1 of printout)




d. Instrument mode/status (elements 7 and 8, page 1 of printout)
e. Reflector positions (30 positions at beam position when printout obtained, ignore cold cal and
warm cal positions on the printout) (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
f. Radiometer scene data (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
g. PRT temperature data (elements 1090 - 1180, page 7 of printout)
h. Status (page 8 of printout)
i. Engineering data (page 8 of printout).
4. Attach the printout to TDS 19. There is not Pass/Fail criteria.
3.3.6.9 GSE-4 mode verification. This test mode positions the reflectors at beam position 30 for 30 inte_ation periods.
This process is then repeated. To verify this mode, perform the following procedures.
1. Enter a "4" on the mode switch located on the front of the STE test panel.
2. Wait 18 seconds, and look to see that the unit is performing the scan pattern described. Enter the observed
result on TDS 19.
3. Enter the STE command "[ 3 ]" to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results
on TDS 19.
a. Packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page 1 of printout)
b. Packet length (elements 3 and 4, page 1 of printout)
c. Unit serial number (elements 5 and 6, page 1 of printout)
d. Instrument mode/status (elements 7 and 8, page 1 of printout)
e. Reflector positions (30 positions at beam position 30, ignore cold cal and warm cal positions on
the printout) (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
f. Radiometer scene data (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
g. PRT temperature data (elements 1090 - 1180, page 7 of printout)
h. Status (page 8 of printout)
i. Engineering data (page 8 of printout).
4. Attach the printout to TDS 19. There is no Pass/Fail criteria.
3.3.6.10 GSE-5 mode verification. This test mode positions the reflectors at beam position 6 for 39 inte_ation periods.
This process is then repeated. To verify this mode, perform the following procedures.
1. Enter a "5" on the mode switch located on the front of the STE test panel.
2. Wait 18 seconds, and look to see that the unit is performing the scan pattern described. Enter the observed











Review the following data and record the results
Packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page 1 of printout)
Packet length (elements 3 and 4, page 1 of printout)
Unit serial number (elements 5 and 6, page I of printout)
Instrument mode/status (elements 7 and 8, page 1 of printout)
Reflector positions (30 positions at beam position 6, ignore cold cal and warm cal positions on the
printout) (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
f. Radiometer scene data (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
g. PRT temperature data (elements 1090 - 1180, page 7 of printout)
h. Status (page 8 of printout)
i. Engineering data (page 8 of printout).
4. Attach the printout to TDS 19. There is no Pass/Fail criteria.
3.3.6.11 GSE-7 mode verification. This test mode is used in conjunction with GSE-3 mode to pause the reflector at the
current beam position for 30 inte_ation periods. This process is then repeated. To verify this mode, perform the following
procedures.
1. Enter a "7" on the mode switch located on the front of the STE test panel.
2. Wait 18 seconds, and look to see that the unit is performing the scan pattern described. Enter the observed
result on TDS 19.
3. Enter the STE command "[ 3 ]" to obtain a full printout. Review the following data and record the results
on TDS 19.
a. Packet ID (elements 1 and 2, page 1 of printout)
b. Packet length (elements 3 and 4, page 1 of printout)
c. Unit serial number (elements 5 and 6, page 1 of printout)
d. Instrument mode/status (elements 7 and 8, page 1 of printout)
e. Reflector positions (30 positions at current beam position, ignore cold cal and warm cal positions
on the printout) (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
f. Radiometer scene data (pages 1 - 6 of printout)
g. PRT temperature data (elements 1090 - 1180, page 7 of printout)
h. Status (page 8 of printout)




4. AttachtheprintouttoTDS19.There is no Pass/Fail criteria.
3.3.7 Radiometer functional performance test. The purpose of this test is to verify the radiometric performance of the
AMSU-A 1 instrument at the system level. This test consists of:
1. PLO frequency measurements (3.3.7.1)
2. Relative radiometer NEAT measurements (3.3.7.2)









The unit should still be powered and configured as shown in Figure 12. The measurement feedhorn and
mixer (items 16 and 17 from Table I) should be positioned looking into the AI-I reflector when the
reflector is looking at the cold scene position.
Enter the STE command "[ 11 ] ANTENNA COLD CAL MODE". Wait 18 seconds before issuing the next
command.
Both reflectors should be positioned looking at the cold calibration position and PLO #2 should be active.
Wait at least 1 hour for the instrument to stabilize.
Record the frequency measured for PLO #2 on TDS 20. Attach a plot of the spectrum analyzer display
labeled PLO #2 to TDS 20. A sample display is shown in Figure 25.
Enter the STE command "[ 15 ] PLO POWER".
Both reflectors should be positioned looking at the cold calibration position and PLO #1 should now be
active. Wait at least 1 hour for the instrument to stabilize.
Record the frequency measured for PLO #1 on TDS 20. Attach a plot of the spectrum analyzer display
labeled PLO #1 to TDS 20.
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Figure 25. Typical Spectrum Analyzer Plot of PLO Frequency
3.3.7.2 Relative radiometer NEAT measurements. The purpose of this test is to perform a preliminary evaluation of the
radiometer NEAT at the system level. Since the STE is not in the thermal vacuum configuration, no temperature readings
from the cold load are available. To compute the NEAT for this test, the temperature used for the cold load temperature shall
be 80 K.
The data obtained from this test are considered as relative NEAT and are to be used as a diagnostic tool to verify proper
operation of each radiometer channel from antenna input to the spacecraft interface.






The equation to determine relative
NEAT=[SD*(Th-Tc)]
M-N
= Standard deviation of 120 radiometric samples looking at the warm load
= Physical temperature of the warm load (300 K)
= Physical temperature of the cold target (80 K)
= Average of the radiometric readings in counts viewing the warm load (120 samples)
= Average of the radiometric readings in counts viewing the cold target (30 samples).
Perform the following procedures:
WARNING
The use of liquid nitrogen in a confined poorly ventilated area can
cause asphyxiation and death due to lack of oxygen (oxygen
concentration below 20 percent). Accidental contact with liquid
nitrogen will cause severe frostbite to the eyes or skin. When handling















a. Ensure that the work area is well ventilated to prevent
excessive gas buildup.
b. To protect your eyes always wear a face shield or
safety goggles (safety glasses without side shields do
not provide adequate protection).
C. To protect exposed skin, always wear an apron when
pouring LN2 and whenever exposed to LN2, always
wear a lab coat, gloves made for cryogenic work,
cuffless trousers (worn outside the boots or shoes),
and safety shoes.
d° Do not fill target fuller than 1.0 inch from the top.
Fill target at the floor level, away from unit.
e. Do not move filled target without cover in place.
The unit should still be powered and confi_mared as shown in Figure 12. The unit should already be in a
stabilized state with PLO #1 active.
Enter the STE command "[ 11 ] ANTENNA FULL SCAN MODE".
After the unit is stabilized (minimum of 30 minutes required), fill the cold targets with liquid nitrogen and
position them as shown in Figure 26.
Enter the STE command "[ 1 ] RETURN" twice to return to the EOS/AMSU-A1 STE main screen shown in
Figure 9.
From the Main screen, enter the STE command "[ 13 ] FUNCTIONAL TEST".
The STE then asks for "COLD TARGET POSITION... ENTER C=COLD, N=NADIR". Enter "C" for
cold.
No additional operator input is needed as the computer will automatically display the results.
typically a 40 second delay after executing a functional test before the results are displayed.
screen is shown in Fi_mare 27.
There is
A typical
Obtain a screen printout by issuing the STE command "[ 2 ]".
Repeat steps 5 through 8 four more times obtaining four additional screen printouts. Average the NEAT
readings from the five printouts for each channel and enter those averages on TDS 21. Attach the printouts
to TDS 21.
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EntertheSTEcommand"[ 15] PLOPOWER"to changefromPLO#1to PLO#2. Waitatleast30
minutestoallowtheunittostabilizeafterchangingtoPLO#2.
Change out the cold targets for newly filled cold targets if available. If new targets are unavailable, refill
the old targets and wipe off the front surface of the targets to remove any ice or water before proceeding.
Repeat steps 5 through 9 to obtain data using PLO #2.
Remove the cold loads and associated hardware.
Turn the STE power supply panel N/PULSE switch off (refer to Figure 3).
Turn the STE power supply panel Q/MAIN switch off (refer to Figure 3).
Turn the STE power supply panel MAIN POWER switch off (refer to Figure 3).
identification test. The purpose of the channel identification test is to3.3.8 Channel












verify the proper final
Configure the unit and test equipment as shown in Figure 28.
Connect the STE to instrument using the following STE interface cables.
a. STE interface cable J1 (1356648-I)
b. STE interface cable J2 (1356648-2)
c. STE interface cable J3 (1356648-3)
d. STE interface cable J4 (1356648-4)
Turn the STE main power switch ON. From the A1 directory, and at the "$" prompt, enter the command to
the STE "'RUN EI." The A1 software pro_am should be running as evidenced by the STE screen shown in
Figure 9.
Turn the STE power supply panel main power switch ON (refer to Figure 3).
Turn the STE power supply panel Q/Main switch ON (refer to Figure 3).
Turn the STE power supply panel N/pulse switch ON (refer to Figure 3).
From the main screen shown in Figure 9, enter the STE command [2] "MONITOR ONLY." The screen
should now be as shown in Fi_mare 10. Enter the STE command "[14] COMMANDS." The screen should
now be as shown in Figure 11.
Enter the STE command "SCANNER A 1-1 POWER." Wait 18 seconds before issuing the next command.
Enter the STE command "SCANNER A1-2 POWER." Wait 18 seconds before issuing the next command.
Enter the STE command "ANTENNA COLD CAL." Wait 18 seconds before issuing the next command.
Both reflectors should scan to the cold calibration beam position.





















Figure 28. Channel Identification Set Up
Enter the STE command "[5] SCIENCE DATA." The STE should now display the science data screen
shown in Figure 29. From this screen enter the STE command "[9] BEAM POSITION NN-ALL
CHANNELS."
The STE then prompts "ENTER BEAM POSITION NO (1 TO 30)." Enter "30" to show the radiometric
counts data for channels 3-15. The STE should now display the radiometric data screen shown in Figure 30
except with a different set of count data.
Allow the instrument to stabilize for approximately 20 minutes. Enter the STE command "[2]" to obtain a
screen only printout.
Configure the unit and test equipment as shown in Figure 28. Turn ON the sweeper and allow to warm up
approximately 10 minutes. Make sure that the RF power is OFF during sweeper warm up.
CAUTION
Extreme care must be used when turning on RF power. When RF
power is first applied the multiplier/gain horn should be approximately
three to four feet from the unit. The RF power setting should be no
_eater than -20 dBm.
Set the sweeper frequency to 50.35 + .01 GHz and set the RF power level to -20 dBm. Position the
multiplier/gain horn three to four feet from the instrument so that the AI-2 antenna and gain horn are
approximately aligned. Rotate the gain horn, if needed, to the vertical polarization position.
















A1-03 E1.EXE;31 COLD CAL MODE PI 5-JUN-98 09:36:59 SCAN NUMBER 34
SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
DATA STREAM (64 VALUES)
BEAM POSITION NN - ALL CHANNELS




TEMPERATURE DATA (16 VALUES)
ENGR OK POWER ON CHECKSUM IN 15A1 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
SELECT BUTTON 2
34SA29 47
[ 1 ] RETURN
Figure 29. Science Data Screen
EOS ' A1-03 E1.EXE;31 COLD CAL MODE P1 5-JUN-98 09:49:07SCAN NUMBER 11
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00





CH DATA CH DATA CH DATA
3 15798 8 15414 13 15811
4 16252 9 16176 14 16029
5 15661 10 16010 15 15102
6 16413 11 15639
7 18044 12 15817
POWER ON
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
SELECT BUTTON 2
[ 22] DOWN
CHECKSUM IN DF5D CALC DFSD SA28
PRINT [ 3 ] FULL [ 1 ] RETURN
47






























4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Aerojet Quality Assurance shall inspect in accordance with the requirements of this test
procedure, S-480-80 and S-480-79. Quality Control shall verify all test set-ups prior to start of test. Bonded software shall be
used for all tests and shall be obtained from Quality Control. Quality Control shall review all test data for conformance to
success criteria. The test data shall include test limits. For tests that satisfy requirements from S-480-80 on protoflight and
flight units, customer representatives shall be invited to monitor tests and shall be invited to review the data and show
approval on the test data sheets.
4.1.1 Test facilities. Unless otherwise specified, the examinations and tests described herein shall be conducted at Aerojet,
Azusa Operations, Azusa, California.
4.1.2 Electrostatic device (ESD) handling. All electronic hardware shall be handled in accordance with Aerojet Standard
STD-2454.
4.2 Monitoring procedures. All tests in this procedure shall be witnessed by Quality Control.
4.2.1 Test equipment. Test equipment calibration procedures shall comply with the requirements of MIL-STD-45662.
4.2.2 Software. Bonded software shall be used at all times.
4.3 Monitoring procedures for materials. Not applicable.
4.4 Certification. Certification for handling ESD sensitive equipment is required for all personnel working on the assembly
and test of the AMSU-A instrument.
4.5 Test methods
4.5.1 Accept-reject criteria. The accept-reject criteria for each examination or test shall be as specified in the data sheets
included in each phase of the applicable test procedure. The test results shall be recorded on the data sheets to demonstrate
compliance with the applicable specification requirements. Methods of analysis shall be appropriate for the parameters being
inspected. It shall be the responsibility of Aerojet to review the test data and determine conformance of the unit under test to
the performance requirements contained in S-480-80 and this specification.
In the event of a failure during any phase of this test procedure, the test activity shall record the required information on the
Test Anomaly Report and alert the design assurance and quality engineers. Except for failures which only represent a limited
out-of-tolerance condition for a particular parameter and are not expected to interfere with the balance of the testing and
which are non-destructive, the testing must be stopped until a complete description of the observed anomaly failure is
documented and a Failure Analysis Strategy (FAS) is formulated, documented, and implemented to preclude loss of
information or evidence that may facilitate determining the failure cause. The full set of data from the referenced tests are
required in order to formulate a plan of action. The cognizant reliability engineer, quality assurance engineer, and the system
or responsible test en_neer shall jointly develop the FAS which must be approved by Design Assurance and Quality
Assurance. Analysis and reporting shall be performed in accordance with Aerojet procedures.
4.5.2 General. Separate test reports shall be prepared in accordance with 4.5.2.1.1 for each series which has successfully
completed testing. This report shall include all data sheets associated with the tests on the unit plus the data reduction and
analysis of specific parameters required by each applicable test procedure specification obtained from screen printouts and
plots, oscilloscope photo_aphs, or magnetic recordings. During tests in which a CRT screen is to be printed or plotted and

















4.5.2.1.1 Format. The acceptance test report shall be prepared and shall include, as a minimum, the following:
a. Title page
b. Summary
c. Requirements satisfied (if any)
d. Discrepancy reports (if any)
e. Test data
4.5.2.1.2 Test data. The test data included in the report shall be that which was obtained during performance of the tests





5.1 Intended use. The intended use of this process specification is to establish the requirements for the comprehensive and
limited performance testing of the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit - A1 System.
5.2 Abbreviations and acronyms



























General Purpose Interface Bus









































































Grounding Interface Test .................................................................................................................................. A-2
Quiet Power Bus Operational Power Test ........................................................................................................ A-8
Quiet Power Bus Operational Power Test (LPT) ............................................................................................. A-9
Quiet Power Bus Turn On Transient Test ....................................................................................................... A-10
Noisy Power Bus Operational Power Test ...................................................................................................... A-11
Noisy Power Bus Turn On Transient Test ...................................................................................................... A-12
Passive Analog Interface Test ......................................................................................................................... A- 13
Instrument Commanding Test ......................................................................................................................... A- 14
Science and Engineering Data Test (Full Scan Mode) ................................................................................... A- 15
Science and Engineering Data Test (Warm Ca1 Mode) ................................................................................. A-18
Science and Engineering Data Test (Cold Cal Mode) .................................................................................... A-20
Science and Engineering Data Test (Nadir Mode) ......................................................................................... A-25
Noisy Bus Current Measurement During Warm Cal, Cold Cal and Nadir) .................................................... A-27
1553 Bus Interface Test .................................................................................................................................. A-28
Test Point Interface Test (8 Second Sync Pulse TP) ...................................................................................... A-29
Test Point Interface Test (Integrate/Hold and Dump TPs) ............................................................................. A-30
Test Point Interface Test (Radiometer Channel Analog Output TPs) ............................................................. A-31
Test Point Interface Test (PLO #1 and PLO #2 Lock TPs) ............................................................................ A-32
Test Point Interface Test (GSE Modes) .......................................................................................................... A-33
Radiometer Functional Performance Test (PLO Frequency Measurements) .................................................. A-34
Radiometer Functional Performance Test (Relative NEAT Measurements') ................................................. A-35




TESTDATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 1 of 6)




























J1 of Spacecraft Interface
Pin Description Required Resistance
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
29V QUIET BUS RTN







+29V NOISY PWR BUS > 1M
+29V NOISY PWR BUS > 1M
29V NOISY BUS RTN > 1M
29V NOISY BUS RTN > 1M
SURVIVAL PWR BUS A > 1M
SURVIVAL BUS A RTN > 1M
SURVIVAL PWR BUS A






+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS > 1M
29V QUIETBUS RTN > 1M
29V QUIET BUS RTN > 1M
+29V NOISY PWR BUS > IM






29V NOISY BUS RTN
29V NOISY BUS RTN
SURVIVAL PWR BUS B
SURVIVAL BUS B RTN
SURVIVAL PWR BUS B
SURVIVAL BUS B RTN > 1M
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:




Test Systems Engineer Date
Quality Control Date
A-2
TESTDATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 2 of 6)





J2 of Spacecraft Interface
Pin Description Required Resistance
(Ohms)
J2-1 A 1-1 MOTOR TEMP HI
J2-2 A 1-1 MOTOR TEMP LO
J2-3 A I- 1 RECEIVER TEMP 1 HI
J2-4 A 1-1 RECEIVER TEMP 1 LO
J2-5 A 1-1 WARM LOAD TEMP HI
J2-6 AI-1 WARM LOAD TEMP LO
A1-2 MOTOR TEMP HIJ2-7
J2-8 A 1-2 MOTOR TEMP LO
J2-9 AI-2 RECEIVER TEMP 1 HI
J2-10 A1-2 RECEIVER TEMP 1 LO
J2-11 A1-2 WARM LOAD TEMP HI





















































IA 1-1 RECEIVER TEMP 2 HI >





IA1-2 RECEIVER TEMP 2 HI >






























EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:









TEST DATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 3 of 6)
Grounding Interface Test (Paragraph 3.3.2, Step 2)
From Chassis
Ground to
J3 of Spacecraft Interface




J3-1 1553 INTERFACE DATA A HI > 100K
J3-2 1553 INTERFACE DATA A LO > looK
J3-3 No Connection > 1M
J3-4 1553 INTERFACE DATA B LO > look
J3-5 1553 INTERFACE DATA B HI > looK
J3-6 1553 INTERFACE DATA A SHIELD < 1
J3-7 No Connection > 1M
J3-8 No Connection > 1M
J3-9 1553 INTERFACE DATA B SHIELD < 1
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:

















J4 of Spacecraft Interface
Required Resistance
(Ohms)
8 SECOND SYNC PULSE TP
<1
> 20K
J4-3 PLO #2 LOCK TP > 10K
J4-4 PLO LOCK RTN (7/8) < 2
J4-5 I/H & DUMP RTN (2/3) < 1
J4-6 DUMP COMMAND TP > 10K
J4-7 No Connection > 1M
J4-8 CH 3 ANALOG OUT TP > 100K
J4-9 CH 4 ANALOG OUT TP > looK
J4-10 CH 5 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-11 CH 6 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-12 CH 7 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-13 CH 8 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-14 CH 9 ANALOG OUT TP
J4-15 No Connection
J4-16 No Connection


















1.248 MHz CLOCK TP
1.248 MHz CLOCK RTN (I)




ANALOG OUT RTN (2/3)
CH 10 ANALOG OUT TP
CH 11 ANALOG OUT TP
CH 12 ANALOG OUT TP
CH 13 ANALOG OUT TP
CH 14 ANALOG OUT TP






























J4-35 GSE COMMAND MSB > 5K
J4-36 GSE COMMAND RTN (1) < 1
J4-37 No Connection > 1M
Measured Value
(Ohms) Pass/Fail
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:









TEST DATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 5 of 6)



























+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
29V QUIET BUS RTN
29V QUIET BUS RTN
29V QUIET BUS RTN
+29V NOISY PWR BUS
+29V NOISY PWR BUS
+29V NOISY PWR BUS
29V NOISY BUS RTN
29V NOISY BUS RTN
29V NOISY BUS RTN















Jl-10 Jl-12 SURVIVAL BUS A RTN
J 1-22 J1-24 SURVIVAL PWR BUS B <I
J1-23 J1-25 SURVIVAL BUS B RTN <1
J1-5 > 1M+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUSJl-1 J1-7 > 1M
Jl-1 J1-9 +29V QUIET PWR BUS > 1M








+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
+29V QUIET PWR BUS
29V QUIET BUS RTN
29V QUIET BUS RTN











EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:




Test Systems Engineer Date
Quality Control Date
A-6
TESTDATA SHEET NO. 1 (Sheet 6 of 6)















J 1-7 J 1-22
J 1-7 J1-23





















Source Pin Description Resistance (Ohms)
29V QUIET BUS RTN > 1M
29V QUIET BUS RTN > 1M
29V QUIET BUS RTN > 1M
+29V NOISY PWR BUS
+29V NOISY PWR BUS
_+29V NOISY PWR BUS
+29V NOISY PWR BUS
129V NOISY BUS RTN
29V NOISY BUS RTN
29V NOISY BUS RTN
29V NOISY BUS RTN
SURVIVAL PWR BUS A
SURVIVAL PWR BUS A
SURVIVAL BUS A RTN





















1553 INTERFACE DATA A HI > 100K
1553 INTERFACE DATA A HI > looK
1553 INTERFACE DATA A LO > looK
1553 INTERFACE DATA A LO > looK
Measured Value
(Ohms) Pass/Fail
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356OO8 Shop Order:










Quiet Power Bus Operational Power Test (Paragraph 3.3.3.1. I)
Required Measured



































































EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:
Circle Test: 1" CPT Final CPT Sub CPT
S/N:
Customer Representative Date
Test Systems Engineer Date
Quality Control Date
A-8
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 3

































TESTDATA SHEET NO. 4
Quiet Power Bus Turn On Transient Test (Para_aph 3.3.3.1.3)
+31 Volts
Parameter Measured/Calculated Required Pass/Fail
Peak Current Amps <10.6 Amps
Pulse Width (Steady State) ms <250 msec
Rate of Change(slope): dI/dT ma/_ts <677 mA/N
Pulse Width (Transient) ms < 100 msec
+29 Volts
Parameter Measured/Calculated Required Pass/Fail
Peak Current Amps < 10.6 Amps
Pulse Width (Steady State) ms <250 msec
Rate of Change(slope): dI/dT ma/gs <677 mA/_
Pulse Width (Transient) ms <100 msec
+27 Volts
Parameter Measured/Calculated Required Pass/Fall
Peak Current Amps <10.6 Amps
Pulse Width (Steady State) ms <250 msec
Rate of Change(slope): dI/dT ma//as <677 mA/laS
Pulse Width (Transient) ms < 100 msec
EOS/AMSU-A 1 System P/N:.





Test Systems Engineer Date
Quality Control Date
A-10
TESTDATA SHEET NO. 5























26.95 - 27.05 <_40
28.95 - 29.05 <1 <_40
























26.95 - 27.05 <8
28.95 - 29.05 <8
30.95 - 31.05 <8
Required Measured NBV Bus Current During
Noisy Bus Voltage (Volts) the I/H, D. Period Pass/Fail
NBV
(Volts)
26.95 - 27.05 ma * Not Applicable
ma **
28.75 - 29.05 ma* Not Applicable
ma**




** Between cal tests
EOS/AMSU-AI System P/N 1356008









TEST DATA SHEET NO. 6
Noisy Power Bus Turn On Transient Test (Paragaph 3.3.3.2.2)
+31 Volts
Parameter Measured/Calculated Required Pass/Fail
Peak Current Amps < 11.5 Amps
Pulse Width ms <I00 ms
Rate of Change(slope): dl/dT ma/_ts <744 mA/las
+29 Volts
Parameter Measured/Calculated Required Pass/Fail
Peak Current Amps <11.5 Amps
Pulse Width ms <100 ms
Rate of Change(slope): dI/dT ma/g.s <744 mA/I.ts
+27 Volts
Parameter Measured/Calculated Required Pass/Fail
Peak Current Amps <11.5 Amps
Pulse Width ms <100 ms
Rate of Change(slope): dI/dT ma/p.s <744 mA/p.s
:.OS/ANISU-A 1 System P/N:




Test Systems Engineer Date
Quality Control Date
A-12
TESTDATA SHEET NO. 7







A1-2 RF SHELF# 1
AI-I WARM LOAD
A1-2 WARM LOAD
AI-1 RF SHELF# 2
















* is the measured temperature of the unit environment
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008











TEST DATA SHEET NO. 8

















Instrument Status (Y)es / (N)o
Full Scan Mode command received?
Is A1-1 motor scanning?
Did A1-1 motor stop scanning?
Is A1-2 motor scanning?
Did A1-2 motor stop scanning?
Are both motors scanning?
Reflectors positioned looking at warm loads?
Reflectors positioned looking at nadir?
Reflectors positioned looking at cold cal 1?
Reflectors positioned looking at cold cal 4?
Reflectors positioned looking at cold cal 3?
Reflectors positioned looking at cold cal 2?
Reflectors positioned looking at cold cal 1?
Did PLO toggle?
Did C&DH processor reset?
Yes = Pass No = Fail
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008
















TEST DATA SHEET NO. 9 (Sheet 1 of 3)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Full Scan Mode) (Paragraph 3.3.5.3.1)
II
Step Instrument Status (Y)es / (N)o
1
2
Full Scan Mode command received?
ENGR OK messa_,e seen?
3 Unit (both reflectors) running in full scan mode?



















Description ] Required Counts
Review All Scene Data [ 12500-20500
(P)as_(F)ail
PRT TEMPERATURE DATA













Antenna in Full Scan Mode
Required Status
YES
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode NO
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode NO
Antenna in Nadir Mode NO
Cold Cal Position LSB ZERO
Cold Cal Position MSB ZERO
PLO Redundancy PLO #1
Scanner AI-1 Power ON




* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.






EOS/AMSU-A 1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:










TESTDATA SHEET NO. 9 (Sheet 2 of 3)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Full Scan Mode) (Para_aph 3.3.5.3.1)
REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 4e)




































Required (P)assd Element Position


































(**) ± 5 (F)ail
* Actual counts from printout. Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.
** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 5&6 +/- 5 counts
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:




Test Systems Engineer Date
Quality Control Date
A-16
TESTDATA SHEET NO. 9 (Sheet 3 of 3)







Signal Processor (+5 VDC)
Signal Processor (+15 VDC)
Signal Processor (-15 VDC)
Scan Drive (+5 VDC)
Scan Drive (+15 VDC)




Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-1 (+10 VDC)








AI-1 Noisy Bus Current
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
Required
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+7 to +9 volts
+9 to + 11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to + 11 voltsLO Channel 6
LO Channel 7 +9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts





EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:














TEST DATA SHEET NO. 10 (Sheet 1 of 2)





Instrument Status (Y)es / (N)o
Warm Cal Mode command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Both reflectors positioned at warm loads?





































Antenna in Full Scan Mode
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode
Antenna in Nadir Mode
Cold Cal Position LSB









* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:


















Test Systems En_neer Date
Quality Control Date
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 10 (Sheet 2 of 2)






REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 4e)
A I - 1 REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts
'* Actual range (min to max) of counts from printout (Only beam positions 1-30).
(p) ass/
(V)ai]
Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.





Signal Processor (+5 VDC)
Signal Processor (+15 VDC)
Signal Processor (-15 VDC)
Scan Drive (+5 VDC)
Scan Drive (+15 VDC) I
Scan Drive (-15 VDC)
PLO (+15 VDC)
PLO (- 15 VDC)
Receiver (+8 VDC)
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-1 (+10 VDC)
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-2 (+10 VDC) +9 to
Required.. (P)ass/(F_)ail
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+4 to +6 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+14 to +16 volts
-14 to -16 volts
+7 to +9 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+I 1 volts





LO Channel 6 +9 to +11 volts
+11 volts
+9 to + 11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to +11 volts
+9 to + 11 volts
LO Channel 15 +14 to +16 volts
Quiet Bus Current < 3 Amps
AI-1 Nois_¢ Bus Current _< 125 milliamps
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps
*** Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 1 of 5)















Instrument Status (Y)es / (N)o
Cold Cal Mode command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Both reflectors positioned at cold ca1 position 19.
Cold Cal Position 2 command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Both reflectors positioned at cold cal position 2?
Cold Cal Position 3 command received?
ENGR OK message seen?
Both reflectors positioned at cold cal position 3?
Cold Cal Position 4 command received?
ENGR OK message seen?

























7-8 Insmunent Mode/Status 1001101000001000
7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101000101000
7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101001001000





Description I Required Counts












* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description
EOS/AMSU-AI System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:






Test Systems Engineer Date
Quality Control Date
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TESTDATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 2 of 5)





Step Description Status* Required Status (P)ass/(F)ail
Antenna in Full Scan Mode NO
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode NO
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode YES
Antenna in Nadir Mode NO
Cold Cal Position LSB ZERO
4h Cold Ca/Position MSB ZERO
PLO Redundancy PLO #1
Scanner A1-1 Power ON
Scanner A1-2 Power ON
PLO #1 Lock YES
PLO #2 Lock OFF
ADC Latchup Flag ONE
9b Cold Cal Position LSB ONE
14b
19b
Cold Cal Position MSB ZERO
Cold Cal Position LSB ZERO
Cold Ca/Position MSB ONE
Cold Ca/Position LSB ONE
Cold Cal Position MSB ONE
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008










TESTDATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 3 of 5)




REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 6e)
AI-1 REFLECTOR A1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts
(P)ass/
(F)aii




REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 14c)
AI-1 REFLECTOR A1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts






REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 22c)
AI-1 REFLECTOR A1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) ± 5 counts
(P)ass/
(F)ail




REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 30c)
A1-1 REFLECTOR A1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Position Range Required (**)
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) +-5 counts
(P)ass/
(F)ail
** Required counts from AE26002/I TDS 5&6 +/- 5 counts for Cold Cal Position #4
* Actual range (min to max) of counts from printout (Only beam positions 1-30).
Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:















REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 6e)
A 1-1 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Actual Position
(*) _ 5 counts (F)ail (*)
* Actual count from printout Cold Ca/1 beam position










REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 14c)
A 1-1 REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Actual Position Required
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) (**)
* Actual count from printout Cold Cal 2 beam position
**,Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 6 _+5 counts for Cold Cal 2





A I - 1 REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Actual Position Required
(*) -.+5 counts (F)ail (*) (**)
* Actual count from printout Cold Ca/3 beam position





** Required counts from AE26002/1 TDS 6 _+5 counts for Cold Cal 4
REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 30c)
A 1-1 REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)ass/ Actual Position Required
(*) ± 5 counts (F)ail (*) (**)
* Actual count from priniout Cold Ca/4 beam position
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 11 (Sheet 5 of 5)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Cold Cal Mode) (Paragraph 3.3.5.3.3)
ENGINEERING DATA
Step Description Measured* Required (P)ass/(F)ail
Signal Processor (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Signal Processor (+15 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
Signal Processor (- 15 VDC) - 14 to - 16 volts
Scan Drive (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Scan Drive (+15 VDC) +I4 to +16 volts
Scan Drive (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
PLO (+15 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
PLO (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Receiver (+8 VDC) +7 to +9 volts
4i Mixer/IF Amplifier AI-1 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-2 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 6 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 7 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 3 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 4 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 5 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 8 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 15 +14 to +16 volts
Quiet Bus Current < 3 Amps
AI-1 Noisy Bus Current < 125 miiliamps
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps
* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008




Test Systems En_neer Date
Quality Control Date
A-24
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 12 (Sheet 1 of 2)
Science and Engineering Data Test (Nadir Mode) (Para_aph 3.3.5.3.4)
I I I
Step Insuument Status (Y)es / (N)o
1 Nadir Mode command received?
2 ENGR OK messa_,e seen?
3 Both reflectors positioned at nadir position?























7-8 Instrument Mode/Status 1001101000010000
DATA [
I Step [ RADIOMETER SCENE
(4f I
(P)ass/(F)ail
Description Required Counts (P)ass/(F)ail


















Antenna in Full Scan Mode
Antenna in Warm Cal Mode
Antenna in Cold Cal Mode
Antenna in Nadir Mode
Cold Cal Position LSB







* Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
** Refer to Table IV for PRT Data Description
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 12 (Sheet 2 of 2)





REFLECTOR POSITIONS (Step 4e)
A 1- I REFLECTOR A 1-2 REFLECTOR
Position Range Required (**) (P)assd Position Range Required (**)
(*) - 5 counts (F)ail (*) _+5 counts
* Actual range (rain to max) of counts from printout (Only bearn positions 1-30).
(P)ass/
(F)ail
Rewriting counts on this data sheet is optional.





Signal Processor (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Si_onal Processor (+15 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
Signal Processor (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Scan Drive (+5 VDC) +4 to +6 volts
Scan Drive (+I5 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
Scan Drive (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
PLO (+15 VDC) +14 to +16 volts
PLO (-15 VDC) -14 to -16 volts
Receiver (+8 VDC) +7 to +9 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-1 (+10 VDC) +9 to +11 volts
Mixer/IF Amplifier A1-2 (+10 VI_.) ÷9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 6 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 7 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 3 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 4 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 5 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 8 +9 to +11 volts
LO Channel 15 +14 to +16 volts
Quiet Bus Current < 3 Amps
AI-1 Noisy Bus Current < 125 mi.lliamps
A1-2 Noisy Bus Current < 125 milliamps
(P)asst(F)ail
*** Rewriting printout data on this data sheet is optional.
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:















A1-1 & AI-2 Scanner
ON
AI-1 Scanne_//' A1-2 ScannerOFF ON
A1-2 Scanner// AI-1 Scanner
OFF / ON
AI-1 Scanner/ A1-2 Scanner
OFF / OFF
Cold Cal
AI-1 & A1-2 Scanner
ON
Nadir
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 14
1553 Bus Interface Test (Paragraph 3.3.5.4)
ATTACH BUS A WAVE FORM
Bus A Amplitude
Bus A Rise Time
: I8.0 - 27.0 VP-P
: 100 - 300 nsec
P/F
ATTACH BUS B WAVE FORM
Bus B Amplitude
Bus B Rise Time





: 18.0 - 27.0 VP-P










8 SECOND SYNC PULSE TEST POINT
Attach Photog'raph or Plot Here or to Back of TDS
Step Parameter
2 Pulse Length
8 SECOND SYNC PULSE TEST POINT
Measured Required
seconds 8 seconds +/- 10%
(P)ass / (F)ail
EOS/AMSU-AI System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:
Circle Test: Ist CPT Final CPT Sub CPT
S/N:





TESTDATA SHEET NO. 16
Test Point Interface Test (Integrate/Hold and Dump TPs) (Paragraph 3.3.6.3 )
I
INTEGRATE/HOLD AND DUMP TEST POINTS
Attach Photograph or Plot Here or to Back of TDS
INTEGRATE/HOLD SIGNAL TEST POINT
Step Parameter Measured Required (P)ass / (F)ail
4 Time Measured (A)* milliseconds 165 + 5 ms
4 Time Measured (B)* milliseconds 32 -38 ms
4 Time Measurement (A+B)* milliseconds 200 _+5 ms
DUMP SIGNAL TEST POINT
Step Parameter Measured Required (P)ass / (F)ail
4 Time Measured (D)* ms 9-15 ms
* Refer to Figure 18 for Waveform Definition
EOS/AMSU-AI System P/N 1356008
Circle Test: 1st CPT Final CPT
Shop Order: S/N:
Sub CPT
Test Systems Engineer Date
Quality Control Date
A-30
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 17





RADIOMETER CHANNEL ANALOG OUTPUT TEST POINTS
Attach Photographs or Plots Here or to Back of TDS
• uu n
RADIOMETER CHANNEL ANALOG OUTPUT TEST POINTS
Integration Integration Hold Hold
Channel Time Time Time Time (P)ass / (F)ail
Measured Required Measured Required
(E)* (ms) (F)* (ms)
3 ms 165 + 5 ms ms 23-27
4 ms 165 + 5 ms ms 23-27
5 ms 165 _+5 ms ms 23-27
6 ms 165 _-25 ms ms 23-27
7 ms 165 +_5 ms ms 23-27
8 ms 165 + 5 ms ms 23-27
9 ms 165 +_5 ms ms 23-27
10 ms 165 + 5 ms ms 23-27
11 ms 165 _+5 ms ms 23-27
12 ms 165 + 5 ms ms 23-27
13 ms 165 + 5 ms ms 23-27
14 ms 165 + 5 ms ms 23-27
15 ms 165 +_5 ms ms 23-27
* Refer to Figure 18 for Waveform Definition
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:
Circle Test: 1_t CPT Final CPT Sub CPT
S/N:





TESTDATA SHEET NO. 18
Test Point Interface Test (PLO #1 and PLO #2 Lock TPs) (Paragraph 3.3.6.5 )
I II
PLO LOCK DETECT TEST POINTS
Step Parameter Measured Required (P)ass / (F)ail
3 PLO #1 Lock Detect* volts + 1.0 volt
6 PLO #2 Lock Detect** volts + 1.0 volt
* When PLO #1 is selected
** When PLO #2 is selected
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:
Circle Test: 1" CPT Final CPT Sub CPT
S/N:




TEST DATA SHEET NO. 19
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Circle Test: 1 st CPT Final CPT
Shop Order: S/N:





TEST DATA SHEET NO. 20
Radiometer Functional Performance Test (PLO Frequency Measurements) (Paragraph 3.3.7.1)
PLO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS







EOS/AMSU-AI System P/N 1356008
Circle Test: 1st CPT Final CPT
Customer Representative Date
Shop Order: S/N:
Test Systems EnDneer Date
Quality Control Date
A-34
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 21 (Sheet 1 of 2)
Radiometer Functional Performance Test (Relative NEAT Measurements*) (Para_aph 3.3.7.2)



























P = Pass F = Fail
* Baseline data for acceptance tests. Use 1s' CPT data along with specification value for
pass/fail criteria.
** For reference only
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008 Shop Order:











RadiometerFunctionalPerformanceT st(RelativeNEAT Measurements*) (Paragraph 3.3.7.2)
PLO #2 Turned On










for 5 Data Sets
(K)











* Baseline data for acceptance tests. Use 1_ CPT data along with specification value for
pass/fail criteria.
** For reference only
EOS/AMSU-A1 System P/N 1356008
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 22





























8 A1-2 55.55 H
9 AI-1 57.34 H
I0 AI-1 57.50 H
11 AI-1 57.564 H
12 AI-I 57.59 H
13 A 1- I 57.602 H
14 AI-1 57.608 H
15 AI-1 89.55 V
Channel Verified
(Yes/No)
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